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INTRODUCTION
After the Communist Revolution of 1949, sociology has become
a problematic pursuit and its status was a sensitive issue in the
People's Republic of China. The re-emergence of sociology in the
U.S.S.R. and other East European societies in the. last decade or
two has given rise to quite a number of studies on the condition
of this intellectual discipline in these Socialist societies.
But to date, there are few similar studies on sociology in China.
In view of this, I attempt a more systematic study on this topic,
in the hope of synthesizing available data and observations that
are largely scattered and fragmentary, and to work towards some
preliminary interpretations.
I undertook this study with several major problems in mind:
I hoped to understand and to clarify what was the state of sociology
in the People's Republic up till 1966 why did sociology assumed
such a form, what forces were shaping its development and with what
social consequences and finally what light did it shed on the
nature of sociology as well as on the nature of contemporary Chinese
society.
I believe that any social inquiry, no matter how objective in
intent, will inevitably be coloured by the intersection of the
individual biography of the writer and the historical situation of
his time. In order to facilitate understanding and the detection
IK
of possible biasAthe analysis itself, I would first state down
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certain relevant factors, both personal and historical, of which I
am aware. This topic was chosen not purely for academic curiosity.
The worth of sociology is a salient problem to me in my consideration
of sociological research as a possible vocation. Therefore I an,
receptive to issues raised in the self-examination of the discipline
that has become more intense and radical in recent years, as shown
in the increasing number of works produced on sociology of sociology
and the sociology of knowledge. Being a Chinese student with a
predominantly western education in the Colony of Hong Kong, I arl
dissatisfied with the way sociology is being taught and practised
with too heavy a western orientation both in content and outlook.
The meaning of sociology for students in Asian, in the East, should
be examined and re-defined. This is one focus of my concern,
Another focus is China. Though born and educated in a colony
without a direct experience of life in the People's Republic, an
emotional attachment to China has always been felt. Recent
international developments terminating a period of isolation of
China from world affairs has shattered many long-held attitudes and
stereotypes. These two concerns have converged on the topic of
sociology in China. Thus in a way, I am groping for an orientation
both towards contemporary China and sociology. What confusions and
contradictions that may exist in this study may be taken as signs of
intellectual immaturity as well as uncertainty and bewilderment in
may effort to redefine my relation to my two focal concerns.
After briefly stating where I stand, let me make clear some of
3the more technical matters on the methods that will be adopted in
this study. First a delimitation of the area of my inquiry.
Sociology is the key term of this study, and by sociology I shall
refer to the study of systems of social action and of their
interrelations1 with a set of rules and norms of enquiry accepted
by the participants in this activity governing the validation of
observations and the making of inferences. Its characteristic
perspective is on the level of social interactions and interrelations,
be they among individuals, institutions or societies. Needless to
say, this definition is very general and vague, but it is unavoidable
since it is symptomatic of the present state of sociology. Yet I
think this definition, though vague and general, is tolerable and
suffice as a guide to what should be looked for and studied. For
practical purposes of this study, I have adopted further operational
strategies. I have tried to identify sociology as what is socially
designated as such or as its equivalent in contemporary China. I
have also relied on several institutional indicators such as the
presence of departments in academic institutions and works produced
under its name as part of its operational definition.
Then the terns Chinese society or contemporary Chinese society
after 1949 are being used in the following chapters as shorthands
for the society of Mainland China under the jurisdiction of the
Peoples' Republic. And sociology carried out in Taiwan or practiced
1. Inkeles, Alex. What is Sociology,. New Delhi: Prentice Hall
of India Ltd., 1965. P. 16.
4by Chinese scholars outside of China will not be discussed because,
significant and valuable as they are, they lie beyond the scope of
this study.
After defining the scope, some words as to the data being
used. Primarily I rely on information that is available in the
publications of the People's Republic. Periodicals and books are
the major sources, and those that have been consulted are listed in
the bibliography. Due to the lack of specialised journals on
sociology, more attention has been paid to two periodicals: Hsueh-hsi
學 習 and New Construction 新 建 設 to Provide indications
on the state of sociology in China. Besides being more accessible
and complete, these two periodicals are chosen for greater attention
because the former was the theoretical official organ in China in
the fifties (replaced by Red Flab since 1959) from .,which the prevailing
official views on philosophical and social scientific matters may be
sampled, and the latter is a more academic periodical carrying many
articles on social sciences. In addition to these periodicals and
books produced by China, reports and comments on sociology in China
by outside scholars are also consulted and used.
There are obvious limitations in relying on the Chinese. press
and publications as the source of information. As Michael Oksenberg
has pointed out, one's perspective will be affected by the sources
employed. According to him, four broad methodological problems
will have to be confronted in the use of mainland press, its
ideological and cultural woridview, its deliberate distortions, its
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discontinuity in coverage, and its unintentional inaccuracy *2
The problems exist elsewhere, but are more acute in the case of
China with selective publication and controlled communication of
information. Therefore from these books and periodicals, no more
than the tip of the iceberg can be seen. And the information is
often coup ed in an ideological language that cannot be easily
interpreted and understood by an outsider without direct experience
of life in China. Thus elements of subjectivity on the part of
the observers will inevitably exist since there is no sure way of
checking the validity of an interpretation, These are well-known
methodological problems in the study of contemporary China. As
long as the chances of first-hand observation is difficult to come
by, these problems endemic to the use of secondary sources have to
be accepted as the necessary constraints due to the lack of better
alternatives.
This leads to the problem of perspective and frame of reference
of interpretation. Since data do not speak for themselves and have
to be understood in terms of some theoretical perspective, a
particular point of view has to be taken, I will adopt the
perpective of the sociology of knowledge and sociology of sociology.
Sociology will be subjected to an examination with its own method as
a social phenomenon related to other social institutions. A
2. Oksenberg, Michael. Sources and Methodological Problems in
the study of contemporary China in Barnett, A. Doak, (ed.)
Chinese Communist Politics in Action. Seattle and London:
University of Washinton Press, 1969.
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moderately functional framework will be used for interpretation,
i.e. explanations will be in terms of correlations and
interrelations instead of causes and effects. The perpective
will also be comparative and historical in the hope that experience
in other societies as well as of past may illuminate the present
case of China. By taking an analytical viewpoint and employing
the conceptural tools of sociology, it is assumed that the dominant
official conception and interpretation of reality in contemporary
China need not be ultimate. It may be subjected to critical
analysis.
After laying out the riethods used, we can begin on the study
proper. The study will be divided into four, parts. Sone
generalizations and hypothesis on the relation of sociology and
society will first be presented. These will be applied in the
analysis of the historical development of sociology in China.
Then the dominant official conceptions about sociology in the
People's Republic will be examined. Several salient and significant




Before we begin the proper analysis of sociology in China,
let us consider some theoretical issues concerning the problem of
sociology as a social phenomenon. This may be useful in providing
a scheme for analysis and alerting our attention to some problem
areas. In want of a well-formulated theory, all that will be
attempted is an examination and initial integration of several
hypotheses and generalizations on the relation between sociology and
society. This will be used as a guide in the understanding and
analysis of the particular case of China.
The problem of sociology as a social phenomenon may be tackled
analytically from three angles: - the impact of society on sociology
the impact of sociology on society and the interaction between
sociology and society. Society here refers to institutional and
cultural systems other than sociology which form the context and
environment of the latter's existence.
impact of society on sociology
A generalization made by Inkeles on the social conditions
conducive to the development of sociology furnishes a convenient
point of departure. He has stated that Sociology can thrive only
under freedom.... only a nation which provides the conditions for
free inquiry may with reason hope for the development of social
science knowledge which permits ever deeper understanding of man
2in society. 3
Variations of this generalization has been made by others
such as Daniel Lerner and Peter Berger, indicating that this idea
is shared by quite a number of sociologists. But as a sociological
generalization this statement is unsatisfactory due to its vagueness.
The concept freedom has been misused to such an extent that one
cannot be sure of its referent, and its usage here is not without a
polemical and evaluative overtone. Because of this vagueness, the
statement looks suspiciously tautological. The existence of
sociology is surely one of the indication of the condition of free
enquiry, and the statement is true by definition. But despite
these aspects, there seems to be an implicit assertion of a
correlation between the development of sociology and different
political system that is worthy of attention. The assertion may
be reformulated as: Sociology can thrive in a political system
where plural interests are recognized and operative in decision
making. A more pluralistic system is more congenial for the
development of sociology, and conversely a more monopolistic system
is more inhibitive.
Closely related to this is an observation on the link between
the scientific perspective and a particular political stance. it
is thought that the scientific outlook with an empirical approach to
3. Inkeles, Alex. What is Sociology. p. 47.
4. Berger, Peter. Invitation to Sociology. Pelican, 1963.
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knowledge is intimately interconnected with Liberalism. on this
interconnection, Bertrand Russel has said that
The essence of the Liberal outlook lies not in
What opinions are held, but in How they are held:
instead of being held dogmatically, they are held
tentatively, and with a consciousness that new evidence
may at any moment lead to their abandonment. This is
the way in which opinions are held in science as
opposed to the way in which they are held in theology...
Science is empirical, tentative and undogmatic all
immutable dogma is unscientific. The scientific
outlook, accordingly, is the intellectual counterpart
of what is, in the practical sphere, the outlook of
Liberalism.5
This scientific empiricism has an affinity with a political
doctrine of piecemeal and patch work reform. This compatibility
is due to a similar temper of mind and the awareness that human
knowledge is unperfect and that ideas, be they scientific or
political, may be mistaken.6 If this is the case for science in
general, one would expect that it would apply, possibly with more
force, in the case of the scientific study of social life. This
thesis has received some support in several studies. According
to Upset,,
In the United States, a variety of surveys of
academic opinion indicate that the social science and
humanities are toward the left a' of the spectrum, the
natural science near the middle and the more applied
professions (education, business, engineering, and
agriculture) furthest to the right. In general, these
findings lend support to the hypothesis that those
5. Russel, Bertrand. Philosophy and Politics in his Unpopular
Esser s. London: Unwin Books, 1968. P. 21-22.
6. Ibid. p. 20. A similar view is held by Karl Popper in his
The Poverty of Historicism. London: Routledge Kegan Paul,
1969.
fields which are more'intellectual'rather than practical
- that is,the liberal arts, as contrasted with the
professional or applied disciplines - tend to foster a
leftist of liberal political orientation. Within the
natural soiences fields, the pure or theoretical
appfroaches tend to be associated with a more liberal
outlook, while among the social sciences and the humanities,
the mare politically relevant discipline politioal science
and above all,sociology - appear to be the most liberal
according to a number of independent surveys of academics
in different fields."7
Therfore it has been shown that even within the scientific anterprise
itself,there are gradations, and scciology,at least in the case
of U.S.A.is more closely linked with a liberal political orientation.
The compatibility of aociology with a particular political
doctrine imples a potential conflict with other doctrines. But
this conflict seem to go further than science and politics alone.
There is reason to suggest that there are potential tension and
conflicts berween sociology and ideology, sociology and religion,
sociolofgy and other'folk' conceptions of social life. The reason
being that they are all. cultural systems concerned with the probloms
of interpretation and meaning of the social world. They seem to
share the same functional origin. Barber has indicated that
ideology is functionally originated in the basic faot that human
social systems are systems of possible choice between valued
alternatives."8 Since there is no objective reality as such that
7. Lipset,S.M.& Dobson, R.B. The Intellectual as Critic and
Rebel"Daedalus. 101(3). Summer,1972.p. 166.
8. Barber,B. "Funetions, Variatillty,and Change in Ideologieal
Systems"in Barber & Inkeles, Stability and Social Change.
Boston: Idttle & Brown & Co., 1971. p. 48.
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makes a particular form of social system mandatory, there are
possibilities of other social constructions of reality. Because of
this situation, different cultural systems arise to provide symbolic
interpretations, evaluation, or justifications of one particular
choice as against other alternatives. Ideology, religion, social
sciences, and folk ideas of the social world are such cultural systems
and they have some functional similarities. The first three types
are distinguished from folk knowledge by their more systematic character,
and they share common features. Aron has defined the nature of
ideolog as
....The longing for a purpose, for communion with the
people, for something controlled by an idea and a will.
The feeling of belonging to the security provided by a closed
system in which the whole of history as well as one's own
person find their place and their meaning the pride of
joining the past to the future in present action.... 10
And Bendix has rightly indicated the existence of some of these elements
in sociology in as much as scholarship involved a purpose, communion
with people similarly engaged, and hence some feeling of belonging to
a selected (if not an elect) group. 11, and he referred to these elements
as an ideology of analysis. And it is apparent that the same elements
are present in religion.
9. Berger Luckman. Social Construction of Reality. New York:
Doubleday, 1966.
10. Axon, Raymond. The Opium of the Intellectuals. p. 323. Quoted
in Bendix, R. Sociology and Ideology- 9 in Tiryakian, L. (ed.).
The Phemonemon of Sociology. ogy. P. 174.
11. Bendix, R. Sociology and Ideology, P. 174-1750
6Yet despite these similarities, there are differences in their
relative emphasis. I think social science, and sociology in particular,
are more concerned at least in intention with analysis and understanding
of how social systems function. Ideally it should not bother with
whether the conclusions cre convenient to political or religious
authorities. It is not concerned with teaching or advocating the
best or correct way of life. Borger has expressed this orientation
and distinction well. He said,
Sociology is not a practice, but an attempt to understand.
Certainly this understanding may have use for the practitioner..
there is nothing inherent in the sociological enterprise of
trying to understand society that necessarily leads to this
practice, or to any other....
The sociologist, then, is someone concerned with understanaing
society in a disciplined way. The nature of this discipline
is scientific. This rauans that what the sociologists finds
and says about the social phenomena he studice cccurs within
a certain rather strictly defined frame of reference. One
of the main characteristics of this scientific frame of
reference is that operations are bound by rules of evidence.1
Ideology and religion, on the other hand, are more concerned with
the R reference nce and justification for a particular social construction
of reality. They are concerned with preaching the good life and the
virtuous life. But the difference is in noriis and intention, and in
actual practice there are shady and overlapping as•eas among the. hus
they are potential functional substitutes of one another due to their
sirnilexities, and potential competitors end enemies due to their
1. Berger, Peter. Invitation to Sociology. Pelican, 1963.
Pp. 15, 27.
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differences in emphasis. This may explain why ideology, religion,
and social science (including natural sciences also) are often in
conflict in various societies, and why so r,an j sociologist have a
religious background and inclinations.13
Thus sociology, and social science in general, proviaes a scnerne
of cognition and interpretation of the social world that is potentially
competitive with other schemes such as ideology and religion. Wt
certain conditions must exist before it can become a viable competitor.
Let us try to identify some of the conditions.
The most important condition seems to be the felt inadequacy of
the other cultural systems or schemes of interpretation. This happens
when there are transformations in the social environment, such as
those brought about by the industrial and technological revolutions.
Novel phenonemoa and new problems are created which the existent
political or religion doctrines cannot cope. The demonstrated
incapacity of these doctrines gradually erodes faith and belief, thus
the social-world-taken-for-granted suddenly appears problematic.
The perceived problematic area may vary in scope from the entire social
and cultural systems to specific institutions, but all the same it will
give rise to a need of information and interpretation about the
problematic area. It is then that sociology may emerge as a means
to satisfy the cognitive-interpretative need. This accords with the
13. of. Gouldner A.W. ComingCrisis of Western Sociolo. Aid
Bran on* The Political Context of American Sociology.
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initial thesis we have considered at the beginning that in a situation
in which an interpretation of reality claims a monopolistic status,
the chances for the emergence and existence of sociology will be
diminished.
But this does not necessarily and automatically qualify sociology
as a competing cognitive interpretative system. This would depend on
its demonstrated capacity and utility so that it may cof_mand belief and
acceptance. The natural sciences fare much better than social science
in this respect and its status is more firmly established. This may
be the reason, together with their difference in subject matter, why
social science is more often in trouble with other cultural systems and
institutions in society. 1.nd this also shows that there is some
measure of truth in the assertion that sociological methods are often
a form of rhetoric, a Mode of persuasion to indue belief and acceptance
of its validi tv. l4
Then there are other conditions of the availability of resources.
This includes material resources since social research needs financial
support and resources such as trained personnel and an educated public
so that reflective thought. on social life itself may be possible.
These appear to be secondary conditions that may facilitate or hinder
the development of sociology.
Finally there is the problem of cultural receptivity. he
sociological consciousness may find a more congenial climate in certain
14. eigart, Androw J. The Immoral Rhetoric of Scientific Sociology.
The American Sociologists. Vol. 5 (... ). 1970 (May). Pp. 111-119.
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cultural settings and intellectual traditions than others. It is
difficult to offer generalisations, but this factor may be kept in
mind and examined in each particular case.
So far we have dwelt on the conditions conducive to the emergence
of sociology. But factors that may reinforce the status and
monopolistic of claim of the other cognitive interpretative schemes
like religion and ideology should not be overlooked. These will
constitute the unfavorable conditions for sociology. I think these
factors are related to conditions of emergency when the need of social
cohesion becomes salient and are being capitalised on by certain social
groups. One of these situations is the initial period of political
consolidation of a regime or system when a political doctrine is still
in the process of being accepted and institutionalised, and the success
is still uncertain. There will be conscious effort to curb potential
competitors and oppositions. he other iaay be due to competitions
with other societies and the need to catch up rapidly, for example in
the area of economic development. This will demand collective effort
and mass mobilization stategies. A third may be the existence of
group conflict so that in-group solidarity is emphasizes to prepare
for combat with the out--group. In these cases, which are not
exhaustive, certain political or religious doctrines ,ill becosae the
symbols of group affiliation and assumed a sacred and monopolistic
character. Under these circumstance, sociology may be expected to
be caught in conflicts and difficulties.
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Impact of Sociology on Society
The tension and conflicts between sociology and the other
cognitive-interpretative schemes in society is not only due to
functional similarity and to its status as a competitor. It is also
generated by the inherent quality of the sociological pursuit and its
potential impact on other cultural and institutional systems. These
impacts will be explored in more detail in the concluding chapter.
Suffice it to note here some of the potential social consequences of
sociological activities. The value being placed on anal sis in
sociological activity easily leads to a sceptical attitude towards
established beliefs in society which undermines the basis of the
K
legitimation of other institutions. This is the debun ing motif'
indicated by Berger. 15 Sociology tend to look beyond the officially
defined goals of human action and challenge c4lnmonly held self-
conceptions in a society. Another potential impact is its commitment
to a scientific outlook trhich tend to define the social situation from
a particular vantage point. Thus it has both problem-solving as well
as problem-generating potentials. By deepening our understanding of
the social situation with the use of scientific methods, socioloy may
help to solve social problem. But its different definition of a
social situation may raise problems that otherwise Pay remain 1,-,.,,.tent
and concealed.iis difference in definition of the situation maybe
illustrated by the simple case of funerals. In the common sense
15. Berger. Invitation to Sociology. Pp. 42, 51.
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conceptions, funerals are regarded as the expression of grief, wnereas
sociological, there are reasons to suggest that there are group
integrative and status conferring functions. As social actions are
often influenced by the social definition of a situation, sociology
may have an impact on social practice by altering these definitions.
hen finally the scientific demand for sociology to adopt a comparative
perspective is inducive to a relativization of social phenomena and
social systems. The awareness of alternatives in social org.: nization
and social behavior will reduce ethnocentric beliefs in the uniqueness
and superority of a particular culture and society. This will lead
to the creation of a cosmopolitan consciousness which is inconvenient
to some groups or authorities in society -which have vested interests
in reinforcing ethnocentric attitudes. 16
Interaction between sociology, and soci
These potential impacts of sociology and its status as a competing
cognitive-interpretative scheme is tension generating if left-
unmediated. There appears to be several modes of adjustment and
mediations between sociology and other institutions to reduce tension
and actual conflict. The following appears to me to be the major
mechanisms of tension of reduction.
1. Insulation
The institution of academic autonom, is the exemplar of this
mode of adjustment. Relative freedom of inquiry and experimentation
16. Ibid. Pp. 61, 66.
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is permitted in an academic setting so that it may become n innovative
oenter in the social system. But a direct impact of academic findings
on society are prevented by insulating academic activities from other
aspects of social life by the aura of the 'ivory tower' and by
technical jargons as barriers to ready popular understanding and
communication. The findings are only permeated gradually into public
consciousness and the impacts are often thus cushioned and diluted.
2. Selective attention
here are areas of social life which are more resistant to
investigation, and very often sensitive or controversial issues and
topics will tend to be avcided. The tendency towards selective
attention is reinforced by the fact that social research and
investigation need to be supported by sponsors who cwi influence the
choice of problems and the areas of study. Thus it is not surprising
to find that sociologists are good at studying their status inferiors,
rather their status superiors''17 because the former are more accessible
fo
and less resistant investigation due to their weaker power position,
and because they usually lack the resources to sponsor research. This
selective attention may be expected to be less limiting in the
comprehension of the social world in a pluralistic society since the
existence of multiple interest groups and sponsors will increase the
diversity of topics of research considerably.
17. Merton, R. Introduction in Coser, Masters of Sociological
Thought . Harcourt. 1971,
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3. Secondary Interpretation
This will occur in situations where an interpretative scheme
claims to be monopolistic and ultimate. sociology many find a place
in such situations b, purely rendering its technical skill and
providing secondary interpretations to areas unattended by the
monopolistic schemes or to emergent new problems. The margin of
flexibility for theoretical innovation and deviation in such cases
will be very small.
4. Total inhibition
Then there is the extreile possibility that the tension is soivad
by, total inhibition of sociological. activities in a. society.
in the above s,nal rsis, it is shoi.rn that sociologyr, as a cognitive--
interpretative scheme as well as a scientific cn tcrliribe with some
inherent features, will pose as comntitors and cote into conflict
with other cultural systems such as ideology end religion in society.
Several conditions favourable or unfavourable to the existence and
development of sociology has been identified, and scverel mode of
adjustment of sociology in society has been noted. I hope this may
be helpful and sensitizing in the understnndin.g of the particular case
of sociology in the People's e'ublic of China uU till 1966.
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CHAFTER II
AN ANALYTICAL HISFORY OF SOCIOL GY IN CHINA
Reporte and commentaries by outside scholars on the sociological
scene in Cnina after 1949 are acarce and fragmentary. Of the few
that were available, they all conveyed the impression that pre-1949
was a poriod of dramatic growth and rich promise for sociology in
China. The post-1949 era was depicted as the period of the demise
of sociology.18 To what extent is this description accorate? If
accurate, what were the factors that have facilitated of inhibited the
development of sociology in China?
Te examine these questions,an analytical history of the
socioiogical discipline in China will be constructed and studied.
Though my major emphasis is on bociology in the pepole's Repulic, a
study of the pre-1949 period is necessary to prvide a contrast as well be
as a historical background. Therefore the historical account will be
divided into two major eras of pre-1949 and -1949 and post-1949. Since the
status of the disoipline and the situation of the sociologists had
undergone changes and fluctuations after 1949,the latter era will be
sub-divded into four periods:
18. See Friedm Morton M. China in oueek,J.S.(ed.) Contemporary
Sociology. new York:Philosophiosl labrary, 1958.Pp. 993-1012.
Freedman, Maurice. Sociology in and of China ,British Journal
of Sociology. Vol. XIII.1962. Pp.106-116.O'Hara,
Albert R. "The Recent evelopment of Sociology in China",
American Sociogical Review. 26(6). 12,1961. Pp. 928-929.
Lund, Kwan-hai. The State and Role of Sociology in China"
Journal of Sociology. Waiwan,1 , 1963. Pp.1-19. Abetracted
in Sociological Abstract. Vol. 1 . 1964. Pp.1082-1083.
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1. Period of ad juutz ent, 194)-1151
2. Period of abolition of Sociology, 195 -1956.
3. eriod of reassertion, 1957-1950.
4. eriod of eooiologj I m oblivion, 1159-1.66.
In each of those pcr1odc, particular attention would to paid to
the state of nociolct,as an academic anu intellectual discipline,
the characteristics and I ctivitifis of the stciolotists, and the
types of sociological work that had been produced. these would be
seen against the social and political backgroud of the time,and the
factors affecting the relation of sociolog with other social acoial institutions
will be discussed.
Sociology in China befores 194
The beginning of sociology in hims was usually traced to Yen Fu's
嚴 復 transistion of Spencer's treatiss on sociology in 1898. This
was folioed by tr nslations of other western rorks, and some general
introductions to scuologa` written in Chinese. Though sporadic surveys
had been made, e.g.in 1914-1915,a questionnaire inquiry on the living
conditions of 30 rickshaw coolies in peking was carried out,it was
not until the twenties that sociological investigetions of significance
began to be made.
1 It was only in the two decades of the thirties
and froties that a scoioloical att ck on real probless of cuiture
19. For this early developcent of sociology in China,see sing Yu-chisn.
"The oveiopocant of Fodern Roclny cience in China,incifie
Aifaira. Vol.XI. No.3. 9.1938. ip.345-362
Hau,F.L.K. :Sociogical yesnearch in giam, umrtarly Yulotin
of Chinese nbiograhy(ngligh cition). New Series. Vol.iV.
Now.1-4, 3-12,1944, pp,1-5
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and applied anthropologj"20was organisod cnd flourished.
The introduction of sociolcs into 'Nina the emergence of
an indigenous sociological responso to scoial and cultural Pboilers
ha.poned at it time when Cbinoae ooieta was undergoing a period of
transformation under the impact of the Lent.The emergemce of the
industrial nations in Europo and Amorica after the Industrial Revolution
had ohrnged the external ervironoent for the existence of shinece society.
Armed with superior teohnologicai and scientific Knowledge, these
industrial nations expanded into Asia and forced open the door of China.
Repeated defeats and humiliations in foreign hands had forcibly and
painfully impressed upon the Chinese people the need either to change
or to perish as a nation. Both the culrtural and the socio-political
order of traditional China were beginning to be questioned. Abolition
of the Imperial Fducation System through which traditional literati and
soholar-officials were recruited, and the Revolution of 1911 that had
swept away the dynasdtic monarchy had destroyed the two main pillars of
the intellectusl and politioal systems of the past. The may Fourth
movomant of 1919 had brought about a cultural Renaissance for hina
during ehich Confucianism as the dominant intellectual parsdism and
interpretation of the sooial order was discredited and and openly challenged.
This had heralded a period of competition among diversified currents of
contemporary thought that were brought into china from various sources.
20. Malinowski. Introduction in Fei Hsiao-tung,peasant Life in
china. London,1939.
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This had also sroused efforts of re-svalustion and re-interpretstion
of the past as well as examinstion on the presence of hinese soclety.
Folitioally,various doctrines such as comstitutional democracy,
socialiam,nihism stc. had been imported and their relative scrits
were being passionstely drtated.21 Intellectually,scieros had tecoce
the new catchword and scientism,the belief in the value and validity
of the scientific method,had become the new faith. according to
Kwok,under scientigs,two rain currents of thought gradually took
shape, One was the curront of oragn tis and utilitarianisn with a
liberal political learning, brought in asinly by students trained in
the U.S.A.and Rritain,with uashin 胡 □ as the keya okesan;
the other was the trend of slstorical muterialism with a ravolutionery
and marxist tendency,introduce mainly though Japan,with hen Tu-haiu
陳 獨 秀 and li Ta-chso 李 大 釗 ng thekey figuros.
Together with these currents,theories of sociolog. Negan to be
discussed and social investigntions carried out. This sppcared to
coincide with the generalisations that cecline of a trsditional and
monoplistic interpretution of the sacial word,in this case onftcianiar,
was one of the important necessary conditions for the emergence of
acciology. The new faith in scientism firther provided a coagenial
atmoasphere for its devewlopcent.
21. See for example Li Yu-ning. The latrod of socialian into
China. New York:Columtia unversity,1971.
Work,D,W,Y, Scientias in China Thought,1900-1950. New
Haven and lendon: Yale Univeraty Prase,1965.
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Scciology in this period was a multifsrlous phenomchin. But
before we examine its diversities,let us first look at some of the
major common characteristics.
The most obvious fentures was that sociology was an improted
intellectual pursuit. pany concepts were novel and foreign,and it
took time for these to be accepted. It was inevitable that there
were liberal borrowing and sdoptien from foreign sources. A study of
the terminologies of this early Chinse varsion of acciology way be
revealing. Thr term seeiety was translated into Chinese as she-hui
社 會 。 This seewed to be a new concept in Thinese thoughy and
there were some initial difficulties in its acceptance,as shown by the
misoconoeption it had invcked among some traditional scholsrs.3The
term scciology was first rendereu as Chun-heueh 羣 學 or the
study of groups,by Yen Fu. Later it had been atandsrdized as she-nui
hsueh 社 會 學 which was a direct adoption of the Japenese
translstion.
4 Hesides the terminologios,all the thecrica and methods
of study were imported. It was true that towards the thirties and
3. Chou Tso-jen 周 作 人 A famous Chinese writer,had oited
such an inatance during his school days in the iangan Navel
Institute 江 南 水 師 學 堂 in 1901. A teacher had interproted
the term she-hoi used by a student in his esasy as reforring to
traditional institations of private learning and teaching 結 社 講
學 ee his China Tang hui i lu there cnoirs of hou so-gen.
HongKong.p.100. 1
4 See Li Yu-ning. The intrcduction of Scoialism into China.
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forties, sociology had assumed an initial indigenous form in the sense
that the content had been localised and Chinese materials were used.
but it was still only an applicstion of foreign theories and methods to
the study of Chinese social reality. This state of affairs was shown
for example in Professor Wu Wen-tsao's （ 吳 文 藻 ） effort at Yenching
University to introduce and apply the funetional approach in the community
studies in China. Some of his coments reflected the condition of
sociology in China then. In 1935, he wrote, In these two years I often
feel that the content and materials of social science in our country are
not subatantial. I hope to employ the viewpoint and method of this
achool (referring to functionalism) to do some field studies of modern
communities. 25 Later in the year he had invitedd Radcliff-Brown to
Yenching to organize seminars on the application of the functional
approach to study Chinese social life. Subsequent field researchers
had been heavily influenced by this approach. Though there was much
borrowing it must be said that Chinese sociologists of this time had
kept up with new developments in the West, as shown in the adoption of
the funetional approach, and in the introduction of modern sociological
currents such as the scological school, social psychological school,
cultural sociology, systematic aociology, aociology of knowledge etc.,
and new teohniques such as the operational method devised by Londberg
5. Wu Wen-tsao. "The Origin and The Present State of the Functional
School in Social Anthropology in The Bulletin of Ethnological
Research （ 民 族 學 研 究 集 刊 ） 1,1936. Quoted in Chao
Wei-pang. "Fei Hsiac-tung teng shu ju kung heng hsueh pai ti fan
tung shih chih" (The Resctionary Nature of the Functional School
of Social Anthropology Imported by Fei Hsiao-tung and others).
Journal of Szechwan Univeraity. 3,4,1958. P.3.
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et. al. etc. 26. But there were few theoretical or methodological
innovations. This was primarily a period of anoption and applieation
of foreign aociological theories and methods rather than innovation and
original development. Yet this should be kept in perspective.
According to Fei Esiao-tung, sociology had gone much further in
sinification in terms of contents and subject matter than other social
science subjectds, and local materials had been used for the teaching
of sociology in the universities for more than a decade before 1949.27
Sociology was impoted, but the impact by different countries
were uneven. The influence of Britain and U.S.A. seemed to be
predominant. Being a product of the Enlightenment and the Industrial
and French Revolutions, sociology was firmly rooted in the Western
intellectual tradition. So when the discipline was brought into China
directly from the West, it naturally bore the stamp of american and
British influence. Translations constituted the major effort of
introduction at the beginning, and translated works included Spencer's
The Study of Sociology, Malinowki's On culture, Ogburn's Social Change,
etc., mostly works by British and Amerioan scholars. Then a ciology
as an academic discipline first gained institutional recognition and
expansion in missionary colleges, and the departments were mainly
staffed by Americans and Chinese students trained in Americs. This
26. See Sun Pen-wen （ 孫 本 文 ） A History of Contemporary
Developments in Socilogy
（ 現 代 社 會 學 發 展 史 ）
Shanghai
Commercial Press, 1947.
27. Fei Hsiao-tung. Tsen Yang kai tsao she hui hsueh hai"(How to
reform socilogy departments), New Construction. 2. 3,3,1950,
P. 21.
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American an missionary influence carried a heavy Christian orientation
towards social charity which gave rise to a apecial feature of early
Chinese socilogy as a kind of generalised social work employing
survey methods to the study of social pathology. Towards the 1930s
and 40s, quite a number of eminant amerioan and British sociologiats
and anthropologists came to China to teach or to do research, among
them were Park, Tawney, Radcliff-Brown, Malinowski, Wittfogel, Sapir,
Firth, and Buck etc. Their influence left an inerasible imprint on
the growth of the generation of Chinese sociologists of this period.
The dominant Western influence was not only the result of the
efforts of these visiting foreign scholars. Many of the better-known
figures among this generation of Chinese sociologists had acqirad
their professional training sbroad, chiefly in U.S.A. and Eritain. Wu
sen-tsao （ 吳 文 藻 ） , Chen Ta （ 陳 達 ） , Li An-che （ 李 安 宅 ） .
C.K. Yang （ 楊 慶 堃 ） , Pan Kuang-tan （ 潘 光 旦 ） , Lin Yuen-hwa
（ 林 耀 華 ） etc. had received an educstion in the States, and Fei
Esiao-tung （ 費 孝 通 ） , Franscis L.K. Hau （ 許 烺 光 ） , Chen Ean-seng,
Tien Ju-kang etc. had been trained in Britain.
Among this group of scholars, some of them such as Li An-che
would normally be regarded as anthropologists in other countries. But
in China, anthropology and sociology were intertwined, which formed
another of its characteristic features. Writing on sociological research
in China in 1949, Francis Hsu wrote, "In this paper the word sociology
is used aynonymously with the term social anthropology. Few serious
Chinese scholars today maintsined the distinet in betwean these once
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separate disciplines. Sociologists teach anthropology in our
universities as a matter of course, just as scholars with distinctively
anthropolgical background lecture in sociology.28 This observation
was wupported by Fei Hsiao-tung. Yet Mei had indicated that the
combination was less than a matter of course. Writing in 1957, he
reflected that
In my study and teaching career, I had always maintained
some relations with sociology. But it is also true that with
a group of friends, I had smuggled in some other things under
the label of sociology. How to name these we were not sure.
These included invstigations of minority groups. rural
village,towns and factories. In the eyes of orthodox sociologists
in American and Britain, these researches would not be regarded
as within their disoipline. To insist on an acadekmic label,
these were similar to what was known in America and Britain as
social anthrropology, or what we now call ethnology( ).
But at that tim,the label of anthropology and ethnology were
not in repute in the universities of China, therefore they had
to take shelter in the departmonts of sociology. To describe
this situation,I would say we had practised a kind of sociology
with the methodology of anthropology in th study of contemporary
Chinese society. This variant was not accepted as legitimate
by the entire sociology profession of the time. At least it
was regarded as unorthodox.29
This combination between sociology and social anthropology might
have been shaped by objective factors which we would go into later.
Besides the intellectual features, what were some of the social
and political characteristics of this group of Chinese sociologists?
In the lack of precise data on these aspects, I can just attempt to
give an overall and necessarily over-simplified impression. I strongly
suspect that many of them were children of the landed gentry, a class
28. Hsu. Sociological Research in China. P. 12.
29. Fei Hsiao-tung. Kuan yu she hui hsueh, shuo chi chu hua"(A
few words about Sociology )Nen Hui Pao. Shanghai. 20, 2,1957.
P. 2.
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from which traditional scholar used to be recruited. They
might belong to the social category described by Fei as a new form
of gentry (who)had the opportunity to go abroad, mainly on governmental
missions or scholarships, and...grew interested in Western civilzation.30
They formed the intermediary carrier that had introduced the best of
the West to China and started the Chinese renaissance.31 Their
social position seemed to have predisposed them politically to a
liberal-reformist orientation. They were conscious of the necessity
and inevitability of change,as demonstrated in their effort to abandon
the already untenable vested interest of the landed gentry. Put
psychologicslly,many of them still rotained sympathy for the declining
class of landlords and would not bear to see their violent liquidation.
This ambivalence was often solved by a preference for non-violent
solutions to the chronic ills of Chinese society. This might explain
why many of them were receptive to evolutionism and functionalism
intellectually, and to the polltical doctrines of democratic-liberaliam
and Fabian socialism with an emphasis on gradual peaceful reform. Very
often their sociologieal works representod efforts to seek a third
road", a political alternative to conservatism and revolutionary
Marxism.3 William Skinner had captured this political orientation
when he described Chinese sociologists as having long tended towards
30. Fei. Peasantry and Gentry: An Interpretation of Chinese Social
Structure and its changes." The American Journal of Sociology.
Vol. III(1).7,1946. P. 15.
31. Ibid., pp. 15-16.
32. For an illustrative case, see Fei's works,sspecially Hsiang-tu
Chung-kuo(Rural China) and Hsiang-tu Chung_chien (To tebuild
Rural China). And my article Caught in the Hidst of Change:
Fei Hsiao-tung as a Sociologist up to 1949"Chinese University
Students. 3, 1973. pp.1-2.
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political leftism". This association of sociological activity with
political liberalism was in agreement with the condition in other
societies. The political consequence of this was that some of them
had fallen into the dis-favour of the powers-that-be,be it Nationalists
or Communists. Robert Redfield had desoribed this situation in the
case of Fei. While in Yunnan he had been threatened with arrest by
the Nationalist government and was fired upon in a public meeting where
he spoke unfavaurably of Chiang's regime, on the other hand,Communist
voices in the North had attacked him bitterly for certain articles he
had published.33 When the Communist success was imminent, Fei was
reported to be of the opinion that he could work effectively with the
Communist, even though he would continue to eriticise when he thought,
eriticism was due"and hoped to tecome for the Communist government,
a part of the 'loyal opposition,"34 This belief in the democratic
ideal of checks and balences, and the idea of an opposition seemed to
have led to later conflicts between some of these sociologists and the
Communist government.
Though this was the major trend,it should not obseure the fact
that diversities existed, The political and intellectual cleavageg
between liberalism and communism, pragmatic scientiam versas historical
materialism were also reflected in the realm of sociology The marcist
33. Redfield, Robert. Introduction"in Fei, Hsiao- tung,China's
Gentry. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1953. P.3.
34. Ibid., pp/2-3.
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approach to the study of Chinese society seemed to have formed a
strong competing current. There were early signs of cleavage between
this approach and the non-marxist trend. Wang Yu-chuan's 1938
artiole on the development of modern social science in China appaared
to me to have laid special emphasis on the evolvement of the Marxist
approach in China. This current had its own set of translated
elessics such as Marx's Wage-labour and Capital, Lenin's The State and
Revolution, Morgan's Ancient Society, Engel's Origin of the Pamily,
Private Property and the State and Lafargue's history of Property etc.35
In terms of subject matter, the major focus of the marxist current was
in social history which we would describe in more detail later.
Theoretically, the social theory of Marx was taken to be the scientific
theory. This was implied in Wang's remarks that The collecting
facts for the investigations of current problems, like the collecting
of historical material, has often beem marred by evadion of the
analysis that is notably necessart"and a lack of sel ntific method"
that obscured the real social antagonism. By the necessary analysis
and scientific method, he seemed to refer to Marxist ones, as he quoted
Chen Han Seng's "rule"that
whoevar wants to study village economy should pursue
and find out the fundamental reason which hinders the
development of the power or production in the village...
the solution must be sought in the fundamental factor -
the relationships of production within the village. 36
35. Wang. Modern Social Science in China"
36. Ibid. P.362.
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The oleavage was more apparent towards the end of the forties when
Shen Chi Yuan differentiated the "new sociology", meaning historical
materialiom from bourgeois sociology.
Despite these differences in theoretical perspective, different
varieties of Chinese sociology of this period was united by a common
sense of urgency, and a keenly felt cognitive-interpretative need for
knowledge to guide social aotion. This had been expreased by Ho
（ 何 斡 之 ） in his introduction to a collection of essays on the nature
of Chinese society in 1937. He wrote:
"During the period of anguish in a social movement,
these questions would naturally come to mind: what have
we done in the past, and what should we do now? To
answer these questions, the nature of the present as well
as the past of Chinese society must first be thoroughly
understood."37
Wang conourred and thought that the character of Chinese society
must be thoroughly understood in orider to determine the next stage of
the social struggle."38 Fei Hsiao-tung had also deseribed this
motivating force behind the sociological endesvor of this period in his
foreword to his Farthbound China.
"It was clear that political enthusiasm by itself would
be futile if it were not to be followed bypp a period of
practical reconstruotion of the country. But when practical
problema arose, most of the responsible leaders were at a
loss, not for courage or devotion, but for knowledge of the
37. Ho Kan-ohi. Chung kuo she hui shih wen ti lun chan (Debate on
the Problem of Chinese Social History). Shanghai, Press,
1937. P.1.
38. Wang. "The Development of Modern social science in China".
P.357.
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existing realities. Quite naturally, therefore, students
of that period directed their attention to the social realities
and demanede & better understanding of the
situation about them.39
The worsening social condition and the sense of orisis and
urgency, paradoxical as it might seem, actually provided the congenial
setting for reflection and investigation into social reality and
encouraged the development of sociological activites.
The labour and effort of this generation of soeiologists had
produced quite and abundance of sociological works. It seems to me
that their major works may be classified into four types: survey
studies, community studies, soeio-historical studies,and general
theoretioal studies.40 Bach of these types will be exmined in turn.
Survey studies
Soeial survey was one of the dominant technique of soeial enquiry
at this period. Its concepts and method had been applied to the study
of social pathological phenomena as well as the livelihood of the
Chinese countryside by Chinese and foreign seientists in China
According to Wang Yu-chuan and Morton Pried, the earliest surveya
made were probably the simple statistical study of the life of 302
rickshaw pullers carried out by the Society for Social Improvement in
Peking in 1914-15,and a study of 159 peasant families neat Peking
39. Fei Hsiao-tung and Chang Chih-I. Earthbound China. Chicagc:
University of Chicage Press, 1945. P.ix.
40. I have followed mainly the classification by Freedman in his
artiele Sociology in and of China.
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directed by C.G. Dittmer of Tsinghua University in 1917. In1918-19,
Gamble and Burgess had made a study of Peking city, floolwed by a
fairly steady output of surveys on farmers and village life.41
Towards the later part of this period, the studies had become more
sophistioated, and the well-known ones included the famous Tien Baien
Study （ 定 縣 調 查 ） published by Li Ching-han （ 李 景 漢 ） in Ting-
hsien she-hui kai-kuang tiao-cha (General Social Survey of Ting Hsien
1933). The English version has been published by Sidney Gamble under
the title Ting Hsien, A North China Rural Community, New York:
Institute of Pacific Relations, 1954. It was a comprehensive and
detailed study of the Community of Tien Hsien, touching on nearly all
aspects of life such as its history and geography, family, government
and education, agriulture, finance, business and industry, social and
religious activities etc. It stood as a classic of the survey
studies of this pariod. Another one that might worth mentioning was
John Lossing Puck's study on Land Utilization in China 42 that had a
wide coverage and had yieldec useful data on the agrarian problem of
China.
Like social surveys elsewhere, survey studies in China had a
strong rfeormist orientation and tend to focus on soial pathologies
such as poverty, immorality or social disorganization. Foraign
missionary ardor and the spirit of Christian charity formed the chief
41. See Wang Yu-chuan. "Modern Social Science in China".
Pp.360-361. And Fried, M. "Community Studies in China".
Pp.15-16.
42. buck, J.L. Land Utilization in China. Shanghai: Commercial
Press,1937.
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impetus of this kind of investigation, and some of the Iater studies
still earried the aim of making Christianity more compatible with
Chinese culture or vice versa,43 The other orientation was a heavy
reliance on statistics and statistical analysis. Most of these
studies suffered from a lack of theoretical perspective which often
resulted in disjointed and superficial pictues of social reality.
Besides the inherent weakness in the method itself, this type of
studies encountered other difficulties and resistance. In the first
place, the survey methec demanded a different behaviour patterns from
people who did not usually think is mathematical and statistical termsm
a problem probably common to societies with low literacy and education.
in addition to illiteracy, an unwillingness to give accurate data about
oneself such as income seemed to be deep-rooted. This might be related
to the second problem of widespread suspicion of any kind of
investigation because they were usuall associated with government
taxation or conseription.44 This was illustrared with government
about carrying out a new census in his field study in Yunnan: We
contempleted making a new count outselves but gave up the idea to
avoid oreating the suspieion that we were agents sent by the government."45
These diffioulties were, to some extent, avoided by the community type
of research.
43. Fried. Community Studies in China," P.17.
44. See Gamble, Sydney. Tien Hsian. New York: Institute of
Pacifie Relations,1954. P.vii.
45. Fei. Earthbound China. P. 37.
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Community studies
Community studies, according to Fried, have the characteristic
mark of a self-conscious concern with the integrated institutionalized
pattern operating within a clearly specified locality. " Thus the
major emphasis is on the inter-connexions of elamemts and the totality
which anthropologists regarded as constituting culture.46 The spur
given to Community studies mainly came from scholars and teachers in
china such as Sergi M. Shirokogoroff and wu wen-tsao, and several
visiting scholsrs such as Rodert Park, and Malinowski. Shirokogoroff
was an expatriate Russian anthropologist in China and had signifioant
influence on others such as fei and kulp. wu-tseo had plsyed a
more contral role in the growth of Community studies in China by
building up the faculty in Yenching University as a key centre of
research. He excelled more sa a teacher, and was instrumental in
inviting Robert park, kalinowski, Radcliff-Brown etc. to visit Yenching
to introduce the latest development in Community and anthropological
studies.
Fei Hsiao-tung had provided an account of the activities and works
Produced in yenching.47 The initial stimulus and impetus was provided
by Robert part of Chicago who visited Yenching in 1931-32. He had
Insopired many students to make direct observation of community life
46. Fried. Community studies in china ". Pp.17-18.
47. This section was based on the material provided by Fei in his
"Foreword to his Earthbound China.
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and to carry out field studies. Quite a large number of studies had
been carried out by the stuednts on a variety of subjects. This can
be seem from the list drawn up by Fei of their completed works before
the japenese Invasion.
Ching-kun Yang. A North China Local Market conomy. 1933.
A synnary in English published by the Institute of Paeific
Relations. New York, 1944.
Yung-shun Hsu. Litigation in a Village Community in Hopei.
1933. Unpublished.
Shih Huang. Peasant Custom in Hopei." 1934. Unpublished.
Yueh-hua Lin. "A Clan Village in Fukien." 1934. Unpublished.
in English: The Goledn Wing: A Family Chroniele. Published
by the Institute of Pacific Relations. New York, 1944.
Tai-chun Liao. Chinese Rural Education (in Shangtung) in Chenge.
Privately printed in Chinese, 1936.
Tung-wei Wang.(Mrs. Hsiao-tung Fei). The Social Organization
of Hua Lan Yao, an Aboriginal ribe in Kwangsi. Shanghai:
Commercial Press, 1936.
Ti Huang. Ching-ho:A Town-Vollage Community (in Chinese),
Published in Sociologioal World (Yenching University), 1937.
Yu-yi Li. "Land Tenure in Shansi."1938. Unpublished.
An-lan Cheng. Emigrant Community in Fukien" (in Chinese),
published in Social Research Weekly, 1938.
Hsiao-tung Fei. Pessant Life in China (in English).London:
Routledge;New York: Dutton, 1939.
But these studies, as Fei had observed, were done without the benefit
of specialized training, systematic theoretioal preparation,and
coordinated group effort.48 This condition was improved by the
introduction of the functional spproach of British social anthropology
in China. And due to the war with Japan, the centre of research
activties at Yenching shifted to Yunnan to form the Yneching-Yunnan
48. Ibid. P. x.
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Station for sooiologioal Research. Despite hardship and diffcultes
Of wartime, the fo;;owimg studies studies had been completed:
I. On Rural Economics
Hsiao-tung fei. Land system in Luts’un. 1940.
Chih-I chang. Rural Industry in Yits’un. 1941.
Land and Capital in Yuts’un. 1943.
These three studied had been translatsd and re-edited
In Earthbound China.
II. On Aboriginal Eoonomice
Yu-yi Li. Economics of a Mixed Community of Lolos and
Chinese. Summarized in Three Types of Rural Eoonomy
In Yunnan. 1943.
Ju-kong Tien. Ceremonial Disposition of Wealth in Tai-
Speaking Tribes in Yunnan. 1943
Land System in Yunnan-Borma Border Communities.
1944.
The above studies were be translated into English in
one book,Priumitive Economics in Yunnan.
III. On Labor and labor Helations
Kuo-heng Shih. Industrial Worlere ibn Kunming Defense
Industry. 1942. Summarized(in English)in Labor
And Labor Relations in the New Industries in Western
Yunnan,distriduted by the Institute of Pacific
Relations (New york, 1943);fulltext translated in
China Enters the Machine Age (Harvard University
Press,1944)
Ju-kong Tien. Female Workers in a Cotton Mill. 1948.
Summarizd,in English, in the above pamphlet and
Reprintrd in the above book.
Kuo-shih. “Education and Modern Industry in China:
A Study of Apprenticeship and mine Workers in South
Yunnan”
IV. OnMagic and Reliion
Fancis L.K.Hsu. Magic and Science in Western Yunnan:
A Study of theintroduction of modern medicine in a
Rustio Community (in Rnglish). Distributed bythe
Institute of of Pacifc Relatons, New York, 1943.
“Family, Clanily,Ancestor worship in Western
Yunnan.”
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V. On Local Government
Pao Kuo. The Power Structure in a Rural Community in
Yunnan. 1943.
Besides the works produced by the Yenching-Yunnan group,
there were other significant studies such as Daniel H. Kulp II's
Country Life in South China (New York,1955),C.F. Fitzgerald,The
Tower of Five Glories (London, 1941),Martin Yang's A Chinese Village
(New York,1945) etc. Another work which was done by a non-
professional researcher was Mao Tse-tung's Report on an Investigation
of the Peasant Movement in Runan"(1927). Mao Fse-tung spent thirty-
two days in Hunan Province and made a first-hand investigation of
peasant problem in five countries by means of fact-finding conferences
in villages and towns. The report was published as a reply to the
earping eriticism both inside and outside the Party then being levelled
at the Peasants' revolutionary struggle".49
It is interesting to note that different from social surveys,
most of the community studies were done by Chinese investigators.
These studies also had more theorerical guidance and yielded a more
dynamic and integrated picture of social life in selected localities.
The influence of the Chicago School and American rural socilology ,as
well as British social anthropology were apparent in this type of
reseerch. Besides the greater theoretical sophistication, this type
seemed to have the merit of avoiding some of the difficulties and
49. Mao Tse-tung. "Report on An Investigation of the Peasant
Movement in Hunan"in Selected Works of Mao Tse-tung. Vol.1.
Peking:Foreign Languages Press, 1965. Pp.23-59.
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resistance that social surveys encountered. As noted by Fried,
Chinese field investigators were ablo to establish good working
relations in the communities they studied. The reliance on personal
contact and direct observation seemed to be more cornp tible to the
Chinese behaviour pattern and local conditions such as the importance
being placed on personal relations and widespread illiteracy. Then
it had the additional advantage of beir less costly and could be
carried out in the lack of eq ipmcnt and resources. But there were
also shortcomings. `here were inherent limitations to the
anthropological method. Originally developed to study simple culturb,
it was still useful in miscroscopie studies of the complex and massive
society of China. But it was doubtful in its ability to provide an
integrated macroscopie picture of China as a whole. The holiistio and
detail approach also rcstricted the scope of coverage. Fried has
shown "that the covera to date has been extremely thin the
studies fijllirg in an are running along the coast from shantuneg to
Yunnan .50 This limited coverage might also be partially due to the
difficulties of research under the condition war and tormoil.
But on the whole, co munit, studies secyted to b one of the useful
techniques suited to the study of Chinese scciety, and despite its
deficienoies and limitations, raani promising and valuable work had
been produced in this period.
50. Fried. Co: unity Stv4ies in Chift". P.34.
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Bodo-histori ..l studies
P.esidee these minute and mieroscopio studies, the sense of
crisis and urgency for immediate political action had also led to
grand analysis of Chinese society as a whole. A major part of
these analyses could be characterised as studies in Chinese social
history. investigtions of the historical development of Chinese
society. Then there were other studies on the structure of Chinese
sooiety as a whole.
It is debatable whether the studies of Chinese social history
Should be included in the realm of sociology. My decision to do so
Is based on the consideration that these studies had also used
Scientific methods to validate data (such as the method used by ko
Mo-jo to the study of Oracle Bones)and that the analyais were guided
By a theory of social development. The study of Chinese social history
Was virtually monoplised by scholars with a marcist orientation. Most
of them were not specialists in sociology. They attempted to
interprete the historical nature of Chinese society in terms of
Marcian theory the historical nature of Chinese society in terms of
Morks had been citod by wang51 in his article:such as
Kuo-mojo. Study of Ancient Chinese Society
Tao His-sheng. Study of Chinese Social History
Li Ta. The Industrial Revolutions in China. 1929
Chu Hsin-fan. Devlopment of Capitaliam inChina, 1930
Tsai Hsuen-tsun. The peasant ear in ChinesenHistory. 1931
Wang Yi-Cheng. History of Chinese Slave Society and Histort
of Chinese Feudal society. 1932-1933.
51. wang. Moderm social sciences in China. Pp.358-359
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Ho Kang-chi （ 何 斡 之 ） had given an account of the debates
aurrounding the nature of Chinese social history in his book Chung
kuo she hui shih wen ti lun chan (Debate on the Problem of Chinese
Social History) and touched on the controversies on several focal
issues such as the question of the Asiatic mode of production in
China, the existence of slave society in China, the nature of feudalistic
society in China etc.
Marxist works seemed to experience greater political and official
supression in this period. On this situation, Wang had wrote,
"official suppression of the new social sciences in China reached the
feverest pitch when attempted mass movements followed the Japanese
invasion of Manchuria in 1931. thousands of books were banned and
writers prevented from working in China. Some scholors sbandoned"
dangerous thought"; other connectoed with political and educational
institutions anxiously turned the attention of the students away from
current problems, back to the past. Materials were accumulated but
methods neglected."52 This seemed to provide the objective reasons
why marxian studies tend to concentrate on ancient sociaties and
historical studies.
As for grand analysis of the social structure of China, there
were a few efforts undertaken by non-marxist scholars. Fei Rsiao Tung's
articles in Hsiang tu chung kuo (Rural China), Hsiang tu Chung chien
(To Rebuild Rural China), peasantry and Gentry etc. were exemples
of such studies. These represented initial snalysis of social
52. Ibid. P.360.
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stratification in China. s for marxist analysis, Vac Tso. tung's
"AnysiD of the Classes in Chinese Society, (1, 6) was the
prototype and clabsic of class analysis of Chinese society.53 Like
his report on the peasant movement, this analysis was directly
related to political action. It vas written by Pao to combat two
deviations in the Party - what was called Right opportunism, and
Left Cpportunisn , both neglectir the power of the peasantry. he
ana1yiais was an attenipt to knows where to seek reinforceYcnt and
where to obtain allies for revolutionary action an and, scele.
Aus like other works in sociology of this this time,it was also a
rcspoxne to a. need for ktnowledge to guide social action.
Can the whole, it seemed that this type of gr nil anilysis were
primarily gone hj marxist scholars, wh reas non-rarxist sociologiste is
tend towards rtcroscopic and a-historical studies. this Atht be
related to a difference in jentation She former approech,
which tried to grasp the essence of a society, in its totality, provided
the theoretical Justification for revolution, while the latter which
Wert concerned with puts, were more conpc'tiblc with piteemeal reforms
and partial construction.
General theoretical atn dies
This type of works included the general outlines and introductions
to sociology. These differed from the aforementioned kinds in that
530 vao Tse-tom. Analysis of the Classes in Chinese Society
in Selected Works. Pp. 13-10
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they were mostly translations, or adaptations and compilations of
foreign theoretioal works in the field. Though they were written
in Chinese, few of them werer original. Popular texts such as those
by Sun Pen Wean （ 孫 本 文 ） were mostly based on foreign masterials.54
This was a reflection on the relative lack of theorstical development
of Chinese sociology due to its short history which did not provide a
sufficient fund of knowledge for significant theoretical innovations.
But to repat, many of these introductory texts were up to date and
were functional in keeping researchers and students in China informed
of current developments elsewhere.
These four types of works wre by no means exhaugtive. They
wrer just the major ones that I have identified, and I think they are
sufficient to demonstrate the varieties of sociological activities of
the period. To substantiate the claim that sociology was flourishing
at this time, let us look at the more quantitative aspects. By 1947
it was reported that eleven universities already has departments of
sociology with 143 professors and assistant professors and around
1,000 enrolling students. The profesaion had its own organization in
the Chinese Sociological Association. There were about eleven
academic journals related to sociology, four in English and aeven in
Chinese, with two specialising solely on sociology and one in
anthropology. Many of the research were funded by Western foundstions
such as the Rural Banks, Ministry of Social Affairs etc. A quantitative
54. See Sun. A History of Contemporary Developments in Sociology.
Commercial Press. 1947.
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summary in tabular form may convey an impression of this state of
sociology.
No. of universities with departments of sociology
No. of teaching professors
No. of students enrolling
No. of books published (approx.)
No. of related academic journals
Thus it is fair to say that sociology at this time was blooming
with much promise. The disintegration of political authority and
the Confucian worldview gave rise to a period of active searching for
cognitive-interpretative schemes of the social world. Pluralism was
created by default due to the chaotic political situation and the
incapacity of any party to bring about unification and establish
monopolistic rule. This provided the necessary condition for the
growth of sociology.
This did not mean that there were no conflicts and difficulties.
Sociology did come into conflict with the power-that-be, and there were
political censorshipland hindrance to research. Besides the conflicts
with the Nationalist Government and the communists as reported by
Redfield and 'fang, Sydney Gamble had also recorded the political
interference on research by the warlords. On the development of the
Tien-hsien survey, he wrote, "When Chang so-lin moved his troops into
the Peking area in 19 5 he effectively prevented our making any move
to initiate a proposed study of the social, political and economic
life in the villages outside of Peking. 56 But due to the chaotic
55. The data are mainly drawn from O'Hara, A. The Recent Development
of Sociology in China and Fried, China, in Contemporary
Sociology.







political situation, there were suffi ci ent leeways for sociology to
exist and flourish. The lack of economic resources was another
difficulty that had affected the choice of methods and geographical
areas for research. Very often scientific considerations had to
be subordinated to the demands and limitations of objective
necessities. Then several sociologists had also noted some cultural
resistance to direct observation and field research. In addition to
the resistance created bG suspicion and widespread illiteracy-,
scientific study of social reality was also a department from
tradition because traditional Chinese scholarship was mainly literary
research with book knowledge being hig ily valued. `Those were some
of the limiting factors to the growth of soci•ologj at this time.
This was the overall situation of sociology in China prior to
1949. With the success of the Communist IL'evolution, radical changes
were brought about in the field of sociology as in other areas of life.
Sociology in the People's ale sub1 is of China
After 1949, the growth of sociology was suspperc7ed. r-'han cs in
the political system had altered the course of develo_pme--at for
sociology. There had been fluctuations and detours along this course,
and it is possible to distinguish several periods of development which
we will analyse in turn.
1. Period of Adjustment 1949-1951
With the triumph of the Comunist Revolution in 1949, the
political situation of China changed. Successfully seizing political
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power and support, a period of political consolidation and unification
began under the leadership of the Communist party. Externally, the
most significant policies of the People's Republic of China were the
emulation of the Soviet model of nation-building and economic development,
and the attack on capitalism and imperialism. The Korean war of 1950
confirmed and intensified these policies, and the United States
Government was identified as the arch-enerny. Internally, the intellectual
scene was being transformed.Warxist Social theory which had been
denied a place in the formal institutes of hi seer education due to
political reasons was no longer a school of thought among many,ay, It had
become the guiding thought of the new nation. Its validity seemed to
have been vindicated by the success of revolutionary practice, and its
intellectual supremacy was le8isiated in the Constitution. A process
of re-education of non-party intellectuals in accordance with yiaxist
theory began. In this process, non-party intellectuals had to learn
marxist theory anew and admit that their past efforts had been a mistake
because they had not embraced rmarxism. A confession of past errors by
Fey Hsiao-tung was illustrative. According to Fei, 1949 had been a
gear of learning for him and everything humbled him.
Intellectuals like me who had not participated actively
in the revolutionary effort could not comprehend and -tiere
unfamiliar with the potentially powerful active force,
therefore we lacked confidence in the development of history
and the fanshen (transformation) of the people. Because
of this difference in departure, my estimation of the world
situation was mistaken.
Fei said that this lack of confidence anon the intellectuals was a
reflection of the timidity and impotence of the Chinese bourgeois
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class. 5 7
The re-education of the intellectuals also found-concrete
expression in the reorganization and reform of higher education
which affected the status of sociology, Ominous signs shadowing
the every existence of sociology as an academic discipline in the
universities existed right from the beginning. The curricula
reform act published after the Conference on Higher ducation in
1949 contained only general directives on sociology without
departmental listing and directives. This led to sp eculat ions
that sociology departments may be abolished. The threat of
extinction was two fold: there was the accusation that sociology
was closely related to c .pitalism and even if this charge mild
be dismissed, it is difficult for sociology to maintain a aeparate
existence from marxist social theory
As the survival of the discipline was in danger, a Troup of
sociologists tried to defend its status by emphasizing the importance
and making very ambitious plans for their science.58 She professors
of sociology in Tsinghua, Yencling, and Fajen Universities held a
discussion in 1950 and put forth their opinion on the place of
sociology in higher education.
The unanimously agreed that frora now on the bias zs of
social science will be Marxism-Leninism. Therefore no
matter it is political science, economics, history or
philosophy, all should have a common basis from which
57. Fei Hsiao-tung. Hgo ti i nien (This year of mine) in Hei
yangWen-chung et al. (eu.), Hgo ti sz hsiang shih tsen
pier kuo lai ti (How My Thought is transformed). Peking:
Fifties Press. 1950. P. 72.
58. G. William Skinner. "The New Sociology in China". P. 3689
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special foci are developed to form separate disciplines.
From now on, there should be more interchange among
departments to approach the establishment of an
Institute of Social Sciences, and each department will
be a special focus in the Institute. At that time,
the major courses of the sociology department will
become the basic courses of the Institute, and the more
professionally oriented courses of sociology will
constitute one of the special focus of the Institute.
At present the conditions for the amalgmnation of
the Faculties of law and part of the Faculty of Arts
were still lacking. When other departments of social
sciences still exist independently, there is no need
for the early abolition of the departments. of sociology.
Actually departments of sociology can be employed as
the basis to strengthen the teaching of fundamental
theoretical courses of Marxism-Leninise, and to prepare
for the future Institute of Social Sciences. #59
Thus the sociologist acknowledged an acceptance of BIrxism-
Leninism as the theoretical foundation of the discipline. but they
resisted the suspension of sociology by asserting its useful role in
providing fundamental Iowledge for other social science subjects,
as well as some specialized training in areas left unattended by
other departments. this group of sociologists also Put forth a
concrete proposal on the curriculum of sociology. The proposal
curriculum included three types of courses
(1) Theoretical courses on Yjarxism Teninism.
(2) Cultural instrumental courses including native inngwage training,
reading ability in foreign lan.gaages, statistical techniques,
social research methods, and Chinese and world history.
(3) Occupationally-oriented courses, i rith urban and rural societies,
minority questions as suggested areas of specialization.
59. Reported in Pei zisiao-tung.Mow to reform sociology departments.
P. 21.
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This proposal on the aoadeniic status or sociology was a
response to a forthcoming Conference on Higher Education to be held
in Peking in June 1950. it represented an attempt to the hinese
sociologists to plead their case and to defend their professional
interest. Though their suggestions were not being wholly adopted
by the Conference, the status of the sociology departments was assured
and its role was defined as,
To learn to use Marxist-Leninism and the thought of
Mao Tse-tung to Fna1yse concretely practical social
situations to Lve professional and technical 1cnowleege
to those who will do important work in goverment and
related agencies (such as the inistries of interior and
Labour and the Comm fission of Tribal Affairs); and to
train teachers.... "60
Accordin to Skinner, the curriculum of the departients of
sociology recommended by the Conference consisted of eight courses
(1) Materialist sociology, concerng the dynamics of the development
of social phenomenag the forces and relations of production in
society, and the superstructure which are derived front them,
namely, the legal, political, familial, religious, and philosophical
systems.
(2) methods of sociological research.
(3) Social statistics.
(4) Modern world history.
(5) The condition of Chinese society, which will be concerned with
the new democracy in the various segments of society, and with
the characteristics, conditions and mutual relations of various
social classes.
60. G. William Skinner. The New Sociology in China. P. 369.
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(6) Anthropology, on how it is that labour created mankind`9 on
ancient societies, including the economic reasons srhy
primitive peoples change from one stage to another, and
the development of the social history of human society, the
purpose being to prove the regularities of social development.
(7) Government policy and law.
(8) Selected readins in a.rxist-Ler .nism.
In addition to these required courses, four specialisations





The recommended curricula revealed two characteristic features
of sociology in the universities at the time. Firstly, it Viil
conform to larxi.st Leninist theory, and many courses are concerned
vith elaborating and demonstrating this social and historical theory.
Secondly, it was marked by an instrumental emphasis, with the training
of administrators and government officLrs in accordance iw ith social
need as one of its aims. Although there were modifications in the
nature of sociology being taught, the institutional status of
sociology was preserved for the time being.
At this interrim period, what type of sociological works had
been produced? A rough classification of the books, articles and
discussion items concerning sociology published in the periodicals
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Hsueh-hsi （ 學 習 ） from 1949-51, and New Construction （ 新 建 設 ）
in 1951 might give an impression.
Marxist social theory











A listing of some of the characteristic titles might indicates
the nature of works in the various categories. Under Marxist social
theory, I have included works that dealt with the elaboration or
popularization of marxism. A book by Hu Shang （ 胡 絕 ） et al. on
Fundamental knowledge of social sciences had been serialised in
Hsueh-hsi consisting of 4 chapters, with headings like "The fundamental
viewpoint of historical materialism", "The developmental process of
society, "Our time", and "The Communist Party - the Leader of
Liberation struggle of the Labouring People". There were also articles
with such titles as "Concerning the productive force of society",
"What is the fundamental law of societal development", "Concerning the
institution of kinship and paternslism", and discussion items like
"What is the moving force of the development of Communisdt society?",
"When did human labour begin?","Why is it that the rebellion of the
slaves could not end exploitation and why was it that the slaves could
not create a new mode of production?", and explenations on concepts
like "class, "endogamy and exogamy", and "group marriage" etc.
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By marxian classixcs are included studies on the works of Marx
and Engels,Lenin and Stalin, including two books that were being
Berialised: Introdacing the Comminist Manifesto and xplanation of
"Imperialism"by Lenin,and articles on From Ape to HanHanily,
Priv2te property and the Crigin of the State and Lenin's On State.
Articles classified under Chinese society include titles such
as "Slave society in China", "The causes of the long continoation of
Feudalism in China ,"The Problem of Land in Chinese Society",
"Peasant wars in the past of China,The Tolonial,semi-colonial,
and semi-feudal Society of Old China etc.
A few articles dealt expressly with contemporary policies such
as "The Frinciplw and Criteris for The classification of socialclasses
and Concerning the Present urtan-rural relations".
Direct ctitigues capitalist society and theories were few in
number,and only two could be identified, one dealing with The
Pauperisation of the labouring peoples of various capitalist countries"
and the other on How did the Hal thusian theory of population serve
Imperialism.
An analyasis of the works produced in this period tend to confirm
the dcharacteristic thrust of sociology as observed in the depertmental
reform proposals. Judging from the kinds of work teing produced,it
seemed that the major concern of this time was the oissemination and
popularization of Marxist-Leninist theory, and the re-interpretation
of Chinese history to accord with this perspective. Marxist theory
was treated as the scientific truth and there were no critical
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examination, as shown in the ways questions were being phrased.
Most of the questions were phrased in the form of 'That is mete t by
.... 'and How is it that.... instead of Is it true that.... such
and such is the case.
Limited field works and community studies were still being
carried out by some sociologists and their students. During this
period, C . K. Yang and a group of his students managed to continue
their field study in Nanching, a village in the vicinity of Canton,
up till 1951. They had recorded the e,rly transition brow :ht about
by the Communist Revolution in that village. The study was later
published in the United States by G.K. 'Yang as A Chinese Viliace in
Early Coimmunist Transition, fill.treas, 1959 Since the vritten
records of the field investigation could not bo brought out of China.,
the field inf ox ati on of the book was based on reproductions from
memory by C.K. Ying in 1958. in spite of this, it remained one of
the few valuable documents on the social changes created by Lind
Reform and Collectivization in a Chinese village community during the
early years of the People's Republic. And it was one of the very
few community studies done by Chinese sociologists in the post-1949
peri cd.
As for the situation of the Chinese sociologists, some of them,
such as .K. Yang, Franscis Hsu etce had left the ainland and settled
in the United States. Of these who remained in the People's Jiepublic,
many of them stayed in universities, Sore of the other well-known
and more anthropologically oriented among them, such as wu Wen--tsao,
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Fei Hsiso-tung,Hin Yueh-hwa ctc.,were transforxcd to the newly
established Central Institute of Nationalities （ 中 央 民 族 學 院 ）
to teach or to do research on national minorities in china.The
social condition of minority grups appeared to be the only ares
where active research and fiel studies are oncouraged with
official blessing.In general,few of the chinese sociologists had
published works relsted to sociorogy during this period. I have
been able to find only teo articls of a sociolgical nature eritter
by a orofessional sociolgist.They were authored by panKuang-tan
and were published in New onsruction. one of them was an
examination with hinese historionl data shgel's thesis thst at
the early stage of paternal soioty,the rclation between the
maternal uncle and nephew was still more intimate than between
father and son. Ancther srticlewas a study on the institution of
xi Tien 義 田 (communal pields)and its relation to feadalism in
the villsgos of the sourthenn paner of oochow with historicsl data
drawn from village records as collocted through field
research.61
period of abolition of sociology,155-156
After aninitial period of bolitical consolidation and
reorganization,Thine launched the firol ive oar fan caich was
61.
Pan Kuang-tan. On the Suppression of the authority the
maternal uncle in the Paternal Society in China"New Construction.
No.5. 1950. Pp.42-3. And From the Institution of Yi Tien
to an examination of Feudal power in the villages of southern
Soochow",New Construction. No.5. 1951. Pp.27-32,and
No.6. 1951.Pp.32-38.
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modelled after the Soviet Union. The iiajor concern of this period,
as iiidicated by Chou in-lai in 1956, were to further strengthen
and develop the People's Democratic Dictatorship'' and to speed and
over fulfill the national plan of economic development. 2
In the academic field, the effect of emulating the Russian
model was also felt. During the 1951 Conference on Higher Education
in Peking, though the academic status of sociology was coiifir ed, it
was over-shadowed by the reported remark of a Russian education
expert that in the Soviet Union neither sociology departments nor
sociology as a separate discipline was a part 'of university organization
and curriculum.63 And it seemed it was one of the reasons leading to
the abolition of sociology departments in the universities in 1952.
From the journal and periodicals under review, there no centiori
and no public discussion of the abolition of depc rtments of sociology
in universities until 1956. This was only revealed during the brief
period of the Hundred Flower' movement when free speech was
encouraged in 1957. It may be inferred that the decision to abolish
sociology was a government decision with administrative authority
which was not open to public debate. She inrlcence of Russian
educational practice in the demise of socioloU, departments was
indicated in the ckiticism against the policy in 1957:
62. Chou nn-lai . Report on the Problem of Intellectuals
Peoples Daily. 27.3.1955 •
63. See Skinner, G.W. Ibe New Sociology in China. P. 368.
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"Certain academic discipline were abolished or denied the
status as independent science after the Liberation.
i4any former researchers in sociology, political science
and. law have to change their occupation. Many courses
64were abolished because they are nop.-existent in Russian.
As sociology was abolished and denied an institutional existences
what had happened to the group of professional sociologists? According
to Fei, who had researched into the problem of intellectuals in 1956
and 1957, the situation of these former sociologists might be classified
into three types. The first type included those uho were employed in
a new occupation and who had willingly forsaken their former profession.
It seemed that their new occupation was closely related to sociology,
e.g., research in minority groups and training cadres for minorities
in which Vu glen-tsao, pan .Kuang-tan, Fei hsiao-tung, Lint Yueh.-hwa etc.
were engaged. Among the second type were those who were performing
competently in their new jobs, but who would like to resume their
former role as sociologists if given the chance. Presumably their
new jobs were radically different from the ones they had been trained
for. There was the third type who remained unsettled ever since the
departmental reform. Pei had reported inst ices such as an old
professor who had been preparing for three consecutive years without
a chance of delivering them. Others had quit teaching to learn
Russian and do trcnslation work instead. Yet others worked in
government consultative bureaus with nothing, to do but to learn
Marxist-Lehinism.65
64. Ad Hoc Committee on Scientific Planning, Central Committee of the
Chinese Democratic League. Some suggestions concerning our
Scientific Enterprise, Kuang Ming Daily. 9.6.1937. P. 3.
65. Fei. A Few Words About Sociology.
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Taus it seemed that many of the former sociologists were either
underemployed or employed in works unrelated to sociology. Dien
in the more fortunate cases like Pei Hsiao-tung who worked in the
Central Institute of Nationalities, most of his time had been consumed
by administrative tasks, and research had partially stopped.66 The
situation that the sociologists had to face only differed in degree
from that of Other intellectuals, and it part of the general
intellectual situation of this period.
Two documents were particularly useful and revealing on the
intellectual climate of the, time. One as Chou rte.-lai's deport on
the Question of Intellectuals published in 1956, and the other was ,
Fei Hsiao-tung's article about Chinese intellectuals vritten in 1957.67
According to Chou En-lai, the predominant attitude of the cadres
towards intellectuals was one of distrust and neglect, thus the
expertise of the intellectuals were often wasted. Reasonable working,
conditions and remunerations for the intellectuals were often unattended
to. Chou criticised this attitude and hehavioi-.r of the cadres towards
the intellectuals as erroneous. He emphasized the importance of
mobilizing the potential of intellectuals to develop scilEntif'ic
knowledge which is crucial to industrial development. He gave
directives to improve the working condition of the intellectuals,
66 Fei. Old Friends and a New Understanding, Peo le's China.
No. 11. 6. 1956. P. 15-
67, Chou t-lai. Report on the Question of intellectual-s.
Pei Hsiao-tong. The Early
Spring Weather for Intellectuals People's Daily 24,.3,1957
Reprinted in New China Bimonthly. No. 8.1957
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ensuring that they could devote most of their time to research and
academic matters.
Chou En-lai also acknowledged, the fact that social sciences
were being neglected during this period. In 1155, the Chinese
Academy of Science was established with four divisions, and only
one of them was devoted to the study of social science and philosophy.
And in the ten foci of efforts of the Academy during its first five
year plan as outlined by Kuo Mo-jo, President of the Academy, only
one had some relation to social science. This was to be 'research
in the fundamental theoretical problemB in our national construction
in this transitional period." 68 According to thou in 1956 there
were 172 members in the natural science division of the Academy, half
of them were active in research. But the social science division
had only 51 members among them only a few could devote most of their
time to research.
But the cadres' distrust and misuse of intellectuals, and the
low priority being given to social science a,peared to be only patet
of the reasons for the low productivity of the social scientists.
Fei Hsiao-tung had indicated that the effects of the re-education of
intellectuals in accordance with 1arxist-Ijeninisa was another
contributing factor to this state of affairs. AccorLing to Fei,
Miany of the intellectuals and professionals of the period felt that
they were being left out of what were happening, that they could not
68. Yeported in New Constrizetiori. 7 , 1955. P. 64.
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participate and be involved. .oiinar rules and norms of academic
conduct they used to uphold were criticized as erroneous and self-
serving, and they had to re-educate theca eives and accept the
teaching of Marxist theory. hioughi reform was backed by social
sanctions with very practical con ecjuences on ren neration and
promotion prospects, on the chances of further studies, and even on
matter of love and marriege. In addition to these sanctions, Zany
of the intellectuals found the teachings of arxist-Lon_irlism ambiguous.
For example many of them were bewildered by the unclear and
unspecified distinction between Liatori &teristic' and idealistic
mode of thought which purportedly differentiated correct and incorrect
points of view. oder such conditions, nany intellectuals had
resorted to rote learning, repeating theories verbally in spite of
disagreement, or to avoid mentioning theories that were different
from those in the text books, and to attack and criticise books and
theories in accordance with authoritative op .nion without consulting
the origin&Is etc.69 These behaviourP tterns appeared to be a
response of compliance, on the part of at least some intellectuals,
to the official effort to establish arxist-einis as the only
valid paradigm for understanding and interpreting the social iorld.
And the torrent of criticisms raised by the intellectuals raised by
69. See Pei Hsiao-tung. "The Early Spring Weather for Intellectuals'
and also views expressed. by Li Ching-han in the forum on the
study of Marxist-Leninism by intellectuals in Hsueh-hsi. Mo. 11.
1157. P. 10.
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subsequent period of 1957 seemed to confirm this observation that
many of tham were complying and withhokding gisagreements during
this period.
These gormed the cod environment for the state of the
sooiologists at this time. Their inactivity and low productivity
was reflected in the paucity of publications related to sociology.
Among the few books and articles published,the theoretical ones were
Primarily of two kinds. One was concerned with the introduction of
Marxist theory of social development. Two books on this theme were
Known to me: Chiai Fang She (ed.)Brief History of Social Development;
Peking,People’s Press,1952; and Chang Yung alks on the Law of Sooial
Development Shantung, People’s press,1957. The former was published
with the express aim or providing general knowledge of sooial
development to comrades new to science. It was the new edition
of a work originally published in 1948 as a designated set book for
cadres. It dealt with the morphology of societies, from primitive
commnnism, system of slecery, feadalisy cayitolisy teaditiones
period from capitalism to communism, to communism itself. The latter
book was similar in nature, and the Russian influence and marxist
perspective were apparent in its footnotes which contained II quotes
from the History of the Russian Bolshevik Party, 10 fromwors of
Stalin, II from Marx and Engels, and 10 from Mao Tse-tung in a total
of 49 quotes. These works works were continuatuons of the effort
to popularize the Marxistr theory of social development. The other
Kind og theor etical works were articles criticising the theory of
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rural construction proposed by Liang Sou-ming （ 梁 漱 溟 ） prior to
the revolution.70 This effort of criticism might be a testimony to
the continuing influence of Liang's social thought among Chinese
intellectuals.
As for empirical studies, quite a number of articles on national
minorities written in English by familiar sociologists/ anthropologists
could be found in China Reconstructs mainly addressed to the foreign
audience. The following was a sample of the articles on minority
nationalities which had appeared in that magazine:
Fei Hsiao Tung. "China's Multi-National Family". No.3. 1952.
Li Yu-i. "tibetan People Move Forward". No.5. 1952.
Chen Han-seng. "Sinkiang, New Land". No.5. 1953."
"People of Yunnan". No.5. 1953.
"The Yis of Taliangshan". No.2. 1953.
Sa Kung-liao. "China's Korean Minority". No.6. 1953.
Ma Hsueh-liang. "Minority Languages of China". No.3. 1954.
Wu Wen-tsao. "Facts on National Minorities. No.3. 1955.
Young Ching-chi. "Decorative Arts of the National Minorities".
No.2. 1956.
Fei Hsiao-tung and Lin Yueh-hwa. "Ways of Life among Chinese
Minorities". No.4. 1957.
Fei and Lin's article might be taken as an example of the style of this
kind of works. The article contained inform tion about the social life
of several minority groups such as the Olunchuns, the Kawa, the yi, the
Uighur peoples etc. Their social ife were classified in terms of
the Marxist scheme of social development and served as illustrations
of the primitive societiy, of slavery, and foudal society etc. The
70. Articles on Liang appeared in New Construotion. Nos.7,8,9,
10,11,12. 1955.
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emphasis and purpose of these minority studies were expressed in the
conclusion of the articles. Fei and Lin wrote, China's minorities
show a diversity in the forms of social development. The comparative
study how being made will enrich our knowledge of society as a whole.
Its practical purpose is to enable the government to assist the
minority people to leap over one, two ,or even three stages of social
development - passing directly to socialism.71 It seemed that these
studies filled the need of the government to understand the ways of
life of the minorities so as to devise appropriate social policies,
but the interpretations had to conform to the official theory of social
development.
Thus in general,the period of 1952-1956 was marked by the
abolition of sociology as an academic discipline in China and many of
the former sociologists were either under-employed or engaged in other
pursuits. Only limited research, notably in minority problems, was
going on. And the training of future practitioners in sociology had
stopped. But towards 1956,there had appeared signs of change in
the intellectual atmosphere in China, early signs of a coming effort
in 1957 by some of the former sociologists to reassert the value of
sociology in the society.
3. Period of Reassertion,1957-58
1957saw a change in the political climate in China. A movement
71. Fei and in. Ways of Life among China's minorities, China
Reconstructs. No.4. 1957. P.22.
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of Blooming and Contending or the Hundred Flowers Movernent was
initiated by the Central Government to encourage eririeism of the
working style of the administration, and ideological control was
temporarily relaxed. It seemed that this change was brought about
by both external and internal events. Cxternally, within the
Communist camp, the criticism of the errors of Stalin in Pussia had
led to an emphasis on peaceful co-existence with capitelist societies
and some changes in policies. his had roverberations threughout
the socielist graup of societies. Then came the Mangnrian eneilion
led by the intellectuals which neerlg succeeded in toppling the
communist governient, is a response to these external currents as
well as to some internal unresr, ao Tse- ting hed for ulated his
thesis On the orrect Randling of ontradictions among the People"'
And it was also the time when the first Five Year Plan eas completed.
At this juncture,a mood of evalu tion set in. Some uncerteinty was
shown over the developmental strategy to be a opted and on whether
trsnsformation in relntions of production had pone far ahead of changes
in forces of production. Mor a brief period thie uncerteinly seemes
to have created a aeflective Mood. It was in such a context that
the Hundred Mlovers Hovement took plsce.
An integral part of the Hundred Movers Hovement was the effort
by former sociologists to reassart the value and status of sociclogy
in China. Articles appeared in newspapars and perionicals advocating
the need to rebuild a sociological snterarise.
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These arguments and advocacies gained temporary ascondence, as
indicated by the unprecedented appearance of the category of
sociology in the annual index of the periodical New Construction
in 157.
Those who advocated for the re-estanlishment of sociogy were
all former pracririoners of the discipline. The initial spark to
this reassortion by the particition of tossian scholars
to the hird orld congress of fociology and the reaumgtion of
sociological rose arch and teaching in.the U.S.S.R.72 This had
undermined an importanr rationale for the abolition of sociology in
china. Russia,whose educstionale pravtices china imitated,had
changed her course. But the russian example was not invoked in the
subsequent arguments for the re-establishmonr of the strategy of emphasizing
nstead the reraer s ciologists had orourod the strrow of omchasizing
the utility of the research mothods and the importance of sociological
studies in gathering information for policy formulation. They
stressed the instrumental and technical aspects of sociology,without
cgallenging the role of Marxist-Leninism as the theoretical paradigm
of social research. They had actually stated that they only attempted
to build a sociogy based on Marxist-Leninism. According to them,
such sociology was needed because during docialist construction,new
social relations and problems would emerge which demanded xoncrete
72. See Wu Ching-chao ( 吳 景 超 ） .
Does Sociology still have a
place in New china?",New construction. 1,1957.p.61.
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investigations and empirical studies for their diagnosis. The areas
of research proposed by these advocators included the following:
problems of population;the re-education of intellectuals and their
employment;the problem of work and labour;political relations among
the people in a socialist society, o.g.relation between party and
non-party members, political institutions such as the People's Congress
etc. relations within the family such as those between the sexes and
rural and urban sociology, and criminology etc.73between generations;
Sociology was useful, it was argued, insolving these problems. This
araument was well expressed by Fei,
"I don't mean to list a large number of problems here.
I only want to point out that problems like these will
continually arise in the process of social development, and
it will not be all peace and calm. It is better for us to
investigate and research into these problems with scientific
methods than to close our eyes and pretend that all are
well."74
The other line of the argument was the urge to learn and to
absorb the rational aspects of western sociology. It was asserted
that not all of western academic sociology was ideological, and there
were portions, particularly the research methods, which could be
incorporated and absorbed into Marxist-Leninism. The ideological
elements of bourgeosis sociology should be repudiated, but as a
pre-requisite for substantial criticism, both the content and the
development of this variant of sociology should be studied and
73. See the article by Wu Ching-chap. "Does Sociology still have
a Place in New China . Fei's"A Few Words about Sociology,
and the foram on"Kuan yu she hui hsueh yen chiu ti tui chang
wo nui yung"(About the object and content of Sociological
Research) in New Construction. 7, 1957. Pp.40-48.
74. Fei. A Few Words about Sociology'
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introduced to the students and the public. These were the major
arguments put forth by this group of former sociologists.
This question of the status of sociology assumed a political
overtone when the issue was taken up by the Chinese Democratic League
（ 中 國 民 主 同 盟 ） This League was one of the political parties
in the People's Republic, related to the Government and the Communist
Party in a consultative capacity without much political power. Many
scientists were members of this League, and the sociologists Fei }Isiao-
tung and Pan Kuang-tan were the Leagues' delegates to the Chinese
People's Political Consultative Conference （ 中 國 人 民 政 治 協 商 會 議 ） .
In 1957, the Central Committee of the Democratic League had set up an
ad hoc committee to investigate the problems of the scientific
enterprise in the People's Republic. After collecting the opinions
of the scientists within the League, a proposal concerning the
scientific institution in China was published in the Y.ua g Ming Daily,
June 9, 1957. The proposal contained a section on social science
which was later revealed to be drafter: mainly by Fei Hsiao-tung, Pan
Kuang-tan and Chen Ta. In this section on social science, three
fundamental issues were raised:
First, what should be the status of sociology? It way indicated
that after Liberation, natural science was given top priority due to
the need of industrialisation. This relative emphasis was acknowledged
to be correct given the circumstances of China at that timie. But it
was asserted that social science was also ixrrortant and should also be
developed.
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Second, what should be the attitude towards social science?
In order to develop social science, it was argued, the-attitude
towards the old social science should be altered. It was alleged
that the existing attitude was to regard social science in capitalist
societies as unscientific with nothing that was worth inheriting or
absorbing. There the action taken towards social science was one of
negation rather than transformation. Some disciplines, such as
sociology, political science, and legal studies were abolished or
denied an independent existence. any courses had a similar fate
because they were non-existent in the Soviet Union. These actions
were considered to be inappropriate. Sociology should be transformed
and not abolished, and it was argued that certain discipline should be
revived or be emphasized again.
Third, what role should social science play in the formulation
of social policies? The government was criticised for a tendency
to regard its policies as identical with objective laws, e.g. after
government official had made reports on important policy issues,
scholars could only do some propaganda or explanatory work. This
state of affairs was regarded to be regrettable because government
policies, though basically correct, were not free from mistakes.
Therefore it was suggested that social scientific investigations
should be encouraged so that proposals and suggestions could be made
to improve government policies. Government departments should
provide relevant information and suitable research conditions for
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the social scientists. Only then, it was argued, could theoretical
works catch up with practical need.
This proposal was revealing on the situation of the social
sciences up to 1957, and the suggestion for reform amounted to an
explicit criticism of the past goverment policies and attitude
towards the social sciences. The main thrust of the proposal was
to argue for the participation of social scientists in the process
of political decision making and the recognition that social science
had a distinct and useful role in providing evulation and
recommendation for policy formulation and implementation. This
proposal by the Chinese Democratic League appeared to represent the
League's effort to advocate for the establishment of political checks
and balances, and to assume the role of a proto'opposition party in
China. From the fact that some of the sociologists were active
merrJoer of the League, it would suggest that at least some of them
still maintain a liberal political stand in China up to this time.
Besides putting forth proposals and publishing articles to
argue for the case of sociology, some organizational activities were
going on to prepare for the re-establishment of the discipline.
According to a report by a Japanese sociologist who had made a brief
visit to China during 1957, a Preparatory Cor aittee for sociologists
was organised in China to promote:
1. the re-establishment of domestic and international communication
channels of sociologists in China.
2. the creation of a national association for sociological studies.
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3. foundation of a department of sociology in leading universities.
4. research projects such as a study of world ethnology, the city
of Peking, and one sample prefecture in preparation for the
Second National Census of 1966.75
Some sociologists had also resumed empirical research, and
two significant studies were published in the early half of 1957.
One was L . Ching-han' s The Past and Present of Village Family Life
at the Outskirt of Poking 76 the other was Pei Hsiao-tung's A
Revisit to a Village in the Yangtze Delta.77 Both were attempts to
assess social changes in the Chinese villages brought about by the
Revolution by re-studying the villages they had investigated before
1949. And both were field investigations which might be classified
as community studies.
Li Ching-han was then professor o.f the People's University of
China. In 1926, he had studied the villages a.t the outskirt of
Peking and had published several. books on family life in these
villages. In the autuum of 1956, at the request of the editors of
the People's Daily, he made a re-study of these villages. He
75. Kaneko, Mitsuru. "The Present situation of Chinese Sociology",
Japanese Sociological Review. 5,1958. Pp.107-108.
Abstracted in Sociological Abstract. Vol. XI (IV). 1963.
P.314
76. Li Ching-han. "The Bast and Present of Village Family Life
at the Outskirts of Peking",People's Daily. Feb. 1-3
reprinted in New China Biweekly. 5, 1957.Pp.60-71.
77. Fei Hsiao-tung. "Chung Fang Kiang Tsun" (A Revisit to a
Village in the Yangtze Delta) New Observer. Nos .11,12.
1957.Pp.3-7,11-14.
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published his report in an article in the People's Daily in early
1957. Using an average household with five members as a unit of
measurement, he attempted to compare the difference in household
expenditure and standard of living in these villages between 1926
and 1956. He assessed the average consumption in food, clothings,
housing, fuel, medical care, wine and cigarettes, cultural recreation
and education, and the qualitative aspects of family relations. He
demonstrated quantitatively that the standard of living, especially
for the poor peasants had much improved, and the average family
income in 1966 had increased by 40% as compared with that of 1926.
On the whole, he concluded, life in these villages had improved
anr1 a solid foundation for better living in the villages had been
laid. But he had also revealed the existence of certain discontents
among the villagers. The shortage and difficulties created by
rationing was a major complaint. The perceived difference between.
their own livelihood and those of the workers was another, and Li
reported comments such as Even the girls here will first try to
find their marriage partners among the workers. Then there were
the reported feeling of lace of freedom, e. g. to engage in side-
line occupation in the family were often criticised the lack of
time for attending to personal affairs extra i on.ey were often
mobilized to be voluntarily invested etc. Thus in this article,
while confirming on the whole the post-liberation achievements, Li
had revealed certain problems created by central planning and the
rural co-operative movei.nent, as well as the existent discrepancy
between the standards of living of worker and peasants.
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The other study by Pei Hsiao-tung was a revisit to the village
of Kaihsienkung at the Yangtze Delta which Pei had investigated in
1936 and described in his book Peasant Life in China. with several
research assistants, he spent twenty, days there in 1957 to re-study
the livelihood of the peasants. He also tried to assess changes
in the standard of living in this village quantitatively. He found
that the gross income of individual peasants had not increased
appreciably in 1956 as compared to 1936 (in 1936, the gross income of
an individual farmer was 300 catti.es of grain, in 1956, it was 850
catties), in spite of the fact that agricultural production had
increased by some 60%. He identified the cause in the decline of
side-line occupations in the village which were used to be important
subsidiary sources of income. Those side-line occupations such as
silk rearing, marketing by agent boats etc. were either prohibited or
made impossible by inefficient allocation of resources in the process
of central planning and allocation. Fai criticised some of these
practice and inefficiences as the cause of much vrestage, and he again
proposed for serious consideration his idea of establishing
diversified light industry in rural areas which he thought to be a
suitable strategy of economic develonm.ent in China. Thu., he argued
for the revival of side-line occupation in the villages by demonstrating
the consequences of its prohibition in the village, Then he also
analysed another phenomenon he had observed -- the change and relaxation
in the pattern of low consumption and frugality among the villagers.
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He listed three factors contributing to the relaxation of frugality.
Firstly, Liberation has brought about stability and improvement, arid
the peasants began to spend more on necessities which hitherto they
could not afford. Termination of past hardship had led to the
tendency for compensatory consumption. Secondly, socialist
construction had created an euphoria and optimism, and many people
thought that cooperative movement could solve all problems. Cadres
also tried to encourage mass enthusiasm with promises. There seemed
to be no need to rest''c.in consnrinti.on since everything would be rosy.
Thirdly, since .an ?z_.d come under the ownership of agricultural
cooperatives, peasants tended to rely on the cadres to solve problems.
Individuals woul.d not solve the problems independently because most of
their familiar i ethocls and ways of doing things were r tid to be
inappropriate. It seemed that everything were managed from above,
therefore when problems emerged, they would have to be solved frog
above also. From the factors Fei Had listed, it could be inferred
that several tendencies such as rising expectation, blind optimism
and a pattern of dependence had been created by the cooperative
movement. Fei had dwelt on these omen.ous tendencies and problems
in consid?erabl.o length wit. the rationale that these problemsA pitfalls
on the path of socialist construction should he rea lised and tackled.
The studies by Li and. Fei, though positive on the general
achievements of the government in improving peasant livelihood in
China, were critical on certain mistakes and revealed the existence of
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some serious problems. They had provided a valuable and rare
glimpse into rural living in contemporary China then.
For the first few months of 1957, the effort to rebuild
sociology gathered momentum and success seer^ed to be at hand. There
were signs that this effort had some official backing and approval,
as indicated by the publication of some of the articles by the
sociologists in the official paper, PeoLle' s Daily. Then suddenly
this brief honeymoon period was terminated by the initiation of the
"Anti-rightist movement in the latter_ half of the year.
A flood of articles was published denouncing the effort to
rebuild sociology as a political plot, and the active advocators
such as Fei Hsiao-tuns, Li Ching-Ilan,, Pan T uang-tein, Chen Ta etc. i2,=re
branded as Rightists. The articles countering the attempted revival
of sociology in China were of three kinds:
1. General theoretical critiques of bourgeois sociology trying to
demonstrate its reactionary and ideological nature. The
followin were some of the more representative articles:
Sun Pen-wen.
"On the Essence and Nature of Contemporary
Bourgeois Sociological Theories, lIsueh Shu
Yueh-kan ( 學 術 月 刊 ） No. 4. 1957
Pp. 27-36.
Wang:Kang. "On the Pcacticnary Nature of Ectux geois Sociology,
New Construction. 8,1957. Pp. 18-23.
Sun Ting-kuo. Bourgeois Sociology Must be Thonoughly criticised,
New Construction. 9,1957. Pp. 1-5.
2.Re-evaluations and assessments of the pre-1949 works of the Chinese
sociologists which aimed at exposing their theoretical weaknesses
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and pretensions. A sample of these included:
Chen Nien-pang. To expose the Reactionary Nature of
Fei Hsiao-tung's 'social investigation'
- an analysis of the books Earthbound
China and Hsiang to Chung Chien.
Journal of Yunnan University (Humanities).
No. 1. 1958. Pp. 11-18.
Chao Wei-pang. The Reactionary Nature of the Functionally
School in Social Anlcopology Imported by
Pei Hsiao-tung and others., Journal of
Szechwan University. Nos. 3 4. 1958
Pp. 1-8.
Liu Chiung-Chung. To Criticise Wu Ching-chao's Nonsensical
Viewpoint on the Question of Poverty in Old
China, New Construction, 6, 1958.
Pp. 46-52.
Wei Wei. A critique of Fei Hsiao-tung and Pan Kuang-tan's
Reactionary Historical Idealism, New
Construction. 8, 1958. Pp. 37-42.
Huang Wan-lun. On Fei Hsiao-tung's Reactionary Viewpoint
on the Problem of Rural Villages, Hsueh-hsi.
1957, so. 18. Pp. 12-14.
From the titles of these articles, it was apparent that
Fei Hsiao-tung was the main target of criticism.
3. Direct rebuttal of the arguments for rebuilding sociology and
critiques of the field works done by Pei and Li Ching-han in
1957. Some of the representative articles included,
Kuo Mo-jo. The Anti-Rightist Struggle in Social Science
must be carried further, Pople's Daily.
9,19, 1957. Pp. 2-3.
Sun Pen-wen. Resolutely Oppose the Comeback of Bourgeois
Sociology, Wen-hui Pao (Shanghai). 4110.1957.
Tao Ter-lun. What is the Nature of the 'social investigation'
advocated by the Rightist 'Sociologists'?,
Hsueh-hsi. 1958 (April), Pp. 11-13.
Kuan Feng. Illogical Reasoning and Political Plot, New
rr%v%a4-.^4- 4 .,V% - In_ I r. - Vn_ 1n-11
The arguments raised in the first two types of articles will
be analysed in the next chapter when we come to the official conception
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and theories about sociology held in China. Here let us first
examine their direct critique of the attempt to rebuild sociology.
From the outset, the anti-rightist movement launcnecl ny
the Government was a political-campaign, and the critique of the
arguments and activities of the sociologist was also concerned with
their political implications. The main theme of the critiques was
on the political intention.and consequence of rebuilding sociology.
The most important accusation was that the attempt was a
political plot to compete for power. On the theoretical level, the
attempt was denounced because bourgeois sociology was regarded as
obstructing the spread of Marxism. According to Sun Pen-wen, this
obstruction was caused for three reasons: Bourgeois sociology
propagated idealist thought which was anti-marxist. Then it also
encouraged reformism instead.-of revolution. Lastly it served to
strengthen reactionary political rule by furnishing practice remedies
such as social work and social administration. 78 On the level of
practical action, the proposals put forth by the Democratic League
on social sciences was denounced as a Ilibol against marxism with
the aim of resurrecting bourgeois sociology. The League's suggestion
of permitting social scientists to evaluate and give opinions on
government policy was accused as part of the rightist plot to capture
leadership of the State and to alter the direction of socialist




Besides the alleged attempt to compete for power, the social
research done by the sociologists in this period, notably Pei and
Li's studies, were attacked to be subversive. The researches
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were accused as subversive propaganda on four counts,
First, it was alleged that these research had neglected the
importance of class analysis. The use of averages in the measurement
of household income in Fei's study was criticised for covering up
differential rates of improvement in various classes. It was said
that the average increase in income for the poor peasants was 40%
and that for middle peasants were 20%. The gross average of 5%
increase arrived at by Fei was also attacked as a wrong computation.
During the anti-rightist -movement, the research assistants of Fei
had admitted that the calculation was inaccurate.81 According to
Sun, even the gross average should be 22%.82 But these figures
were just asserted without giving details of how they were calculated
or what was the base line used for comparison. These critism did not
seem convincing as academic arguments because they lack solid
79. Kuo Mo-jo. The Anti-Rightist Struggle in Social Science must
be Carried Further.
80. The following was mainly based on Sun Pen--wen's article, Resolutely
Oppose the Comeback of Bourgeois Sociology.
81. Chou Shu'ljn at. al. Tou Shih Chung Fang Kiang Tsun. New
observer. No. 15* 1957. Pp. 9-11.
82. Sun. Resolutr:ly Oppose the Comback of Bourgeois Sociology.
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counter-ovi+dence. It appeared to re to be mainly a denial of the
ru.arch findings and an attempt to discredit it by attributing
political motives to the researcher.
Second, the studies were accused of deliberately playing down
the great achieve me since the Revolution. It was Said that Fei
should not compare the income of the peasants in ID57 with that of
1936, because the inco in 1936 was the highest during the pre-1949
period. The choice of 1936 as the base-line of comparison w seen
to be deliberate in order to degxaca achievements under sodaliam.
Third. the investigations had opposed and raise) doubts on the
leadership of the party and the merits of socialise. The problems
and discontents revealed in the studies of Pei and Li were attacked
as distortions of reality that sought to incite dissatisfaction of
the peasants against the govarnment and :against the workers. These
research activities were characterisa as "setting fire"() and
sowing dissension in the villages, trying to undermine the agricultural
cooperative movement and challenge the correctness of the leadership
of the Party. The ultimate aim of the researches, it was alleged,
was to create a "Hungarian Incident to toile the socialist govvrnrent
Therefore, it mats said that "if Chinese society today really needs
analysis and investigation,these were better left to be done by the
party and the State, and people who were loyal to ocialism",63
Fourth, these wtu4iea were accused to be in the service of
83. Sun Ting-kuo. "Bourgcois Sociology must be thoroughly criticised",
NOW construction. '9, 1957. P.4.
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imperialist countries. According to sun Pen wen, Fe! pad prepares
to publish his research findings in Britain. and this was criticised
as an attempt to provide anti-Party and anti-socialist materials to
imperialist countries which Was against the interest of the nation.
From these criticisms, it could be seen that there were few
debates on facts and findings, hethether the problems and conditions
reported by Pei and Li etc. existed or not was not settled with
evidence. Rather the political consequences and the alleged motivea
of the researchers and advocators for sociology were criticised. It
was interesting to note that sociological activities were perceived
to be in competition with the marxist interpretation of reality and
to be subversive. As have been indicated in the first chapter, it is
the very nature of sociology to debunk and unmask the official picture
and to offer an alternate interpretation and picture of reality. I.rhis
proved to be intolerable and inconvenient to the authority in China,
and it came to an open conflict during this period. The conflict was
solved politically, with the voice of the researchers and advocators
for sociology silenced with mass criticism and open admission of their
crimes .
For sociology, this had been a period of intensive activities.
Many articles were produced trying to define the role for sociology
in China. empirical studies besides minority studies were temporary
resumed after a lapse of some six years, and two informative field
studies which. did not closely follow the official picture of reality
were earried out. As a riaction to the effort of reassertion of
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sociology, it had produced articles and critiques evaluating western
sociology and the works of Chinese sociologists before 1949. In a
sense,the Hundred Flowers 1J,ove.ent and the anti-rightist cazapaign
in 1959-58 was symptomatic of the situation of crisis and uncertainty
that China was experiencing then, and under this situation, we had
witnessed an unprecedented outflow of sociolo zoal works and activities,
be they positive or negative.
Before we conclude this period, several studies of another nature
should be mentioned. %hese were reports of 'investigation and research'
( 調 查 研 究 ） in the problem of transition from farming cooperatives
to communes. A representative example was Wang Yen-li et. al.
An investigation and research on the Question of transition from
high-level farming cooperatives-to the system of people's ownership
New Construction, 9, 1958, p.1-7.the methods and characteristics
of this type of research will be discussed later. Suffice it to note
here that they were studies dealing with the emergence of new social
phenomenon such as the communes during socialist construction,
demonstrating the appearance and existence of another limited areas
for stud.
Period of Sociology in Oblivion, 1559-1966
In this period, the ideological divergence between Russian and
China had developed into an open oplit. China had switched from an
imitation of the Russian model to a policy of self-reliwice in
industrialisation. In foreign policy, this was a period of isolation
for the People's Republic.
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After the unsuccessful attempt to rebuild sociology, public
activities of the former sociologists had subsided, and very few
articles written by them were published. The label of rightista
was removed from the sociologists like Fei and Pan after about two
years, and they resumed their positions in the Central Institute of
Nationalities in 1959.
within this period, a few theoretical articles related to
sociology could be found. They ware nearly all related to the
polemical debate with Russian 'revisionism'. One article titled
"The Idealistic Sociology under the Banner of Marxism" cziticised
the social philosophy of a Russian educated social theorist, Fung
Ting （ 馮 定 ） for "exalting individual welfare as the highest sim of
socialism and for implying a theory of "technical determinism" which
placed much emphasis on the role of technology for economic development.
Both were perceived to be the key doctrines of russian revisionism
which were said to be deviations from marxist theory.84 Another
article was by Chuang Fu-ling which was a oritique of the theory of
class and class conflict, often called social stratificatin, in
western sociological literature.85 In this article, western theories
were oritioised as anti-marxist. According to Chuang, western
theorists had not directly denied the existence of olass and class
conflict in society. Instead they had tried to confuse the issue on
84. Kuo Lo-chi. "The Idealistic Sociology under the Banner of
Marxism", New Construction. No.1. 1965. Pp. 14-21.
85. Chuang Fu-ling. "A Critique of the Nonsense of Bourgeois
Sociology on the Question of Class and Class Conflict". Red Flag.
No.9. 1963. Pp.14-20.
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the question of classification and demarcation of social classes.
One was the distribution theory' placing prime emphasis on the
difference of distribution in society and using income differentials
as the criteron of class division. Another was named d the
organizational theory which stressed occupational differences in
the social organization of production as the indicator of class
Then difference in education and cultural standards etc. were also
used as indicators. On the question of class conflict, western
theories such as the theory of technocratization and the rise of
managerialF society, the theory of social mobility, the theory of
the emergence of the middle class etc. were criticised as a camouflage
for the acute class conflict in capitalist societies. There theories
were seen to be theoretical Justifications for class cooperation,
substituting class conflict with improve Lent in economic distribution
as the means of social improvement. It appeared that the implicit
target of the article was also the Russian policy of developsent.
The interesting point about this article was that, despite the common
orientation of deduction from unquestioned marxist premises such ss
the polarisation of classes, it was sophisticated in analysis.It
had shown a knowledge of recent developments in the western theories
of social stratification, such as the tiypothesic of Davis and Moore
etc., indicating that at least some current 'western works on sociology
were available in China.
Gmpirieal works of sociological significance produced in this
period were primarily concerned with minorities, a persistent focus,
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and on what was called The Four Histories ( 四 史 ） histories of
families, villages, factories, and communes- which was a new area
of research effort. Despite their difference in subject matter,
both employed face-to-face interviews conducted by investigation
teams to collect data, and both shared the Cozmon objective of
constructing ideal models for social education and demonstrating the
merit of socialism.
Since 1957, Cher were heightened research activities on
minorities, and a new research division on nationalities had been
established in the Chinese Academy of Science. Some eight research
teams had boen orgardsed. and dispatched to inv -stigate various
minority nationalities, and a sample of their work had been published
as a Collection of research reports, 86 The air of these research
was formulated as,
irstly,to provide some new m tteriaai for the study
of varxist-Leninist science of history, and secondly, and
more importantly, to demonstrate the correctness of our
Party's policy on nationalities and the incomparable
superiority of our social system.87
As for the Four Histories r overnent, its exact date of initiation
and termination was not clear, but it seemed to span from the mid-1950s
to the onset of the Cultural Revoltion, generating a large volume of
materials on the histories of the fadily, factory, communes and
villages. A western scholar had given a fair assessment of the
86. Chung-kuo Ko lisueh Juan, dUn tsu yen chic so (Research Division
on Nationalities, Chinese Academy of Science), Mn tsu yen chic




socilogioal significance of these studies. Introducing a series of
translations of these materials, Sidney Leonard Greeblatt wrote,
"While these documents fall under the general rubric of
'history', the methods employed in this collection permit
some to be classified as social surveys. As such, they
provide a wealth of interesting data on role-models, role-
relations, class and stratification, life styles, formal
organizations, and social control. Equally important,
they provide an unusual perspective on social change - the
Chinese Communist's own view of the base point, the process,
and the ultimate destination of material and spirital forces
of change."88
Greeblatt seemed to have used the description "social survey"
in a broad sense. The studies of these four histories appears to me
to be more akin to community studies in its reliance on detsiled
face-to-face interviews in selected sccial institutions such as
villages and communes. The methods used showed some elements of
scientific social inquiry with the collection of firsthand social data.
But they were not scientific social investigations in the full sense
because no efforts (were) made to assure authenticity....much less
to provide for replicability".89 They also differed from scientific
social inquiries elsewhere in that they had the explicit purpose of
moral education by construoting behavioral role models and idealised
social history.90 The aims of these studies were outlined in an
88. Greenblatt, Sidney Leonard. "Editor's Introduction" in Chinese
Sociology and Anthropology. Vol. IV. No. 3. 1972 (spring).
P.171.
89. Ibid. P.173.
90. For some analysis and translation of the four history documents,
see Chinese Sociology and Anthropology. Vol. IV. Nos. 1-2.
3.4. 1972. The original Chinese version of Shih Cheng-chih's
（ 史 誠 之 ） discussion on the Four Histories were published in
Ming Pao Monthly (Hong Kong) in serials beginning from the
December issue in 1971.
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article on village histories published in 1965. In this article, the
aims of compiling village history were said to be to provide educational
material on class struggle especially for the young, to enrich research
in contemporary Chinese history, to record and gather information for
future policy implementation and research, and finally to stress the
correctness of the rural policies of the Party.91
Interestingly, a rare study of Chinese social life by foreign
scholars was produced in this period which bore much resemblance to this
type of social histories. A Swedish scholar, Jan 15yrdal, had visisted
a Chinese village, Liu Ling near Yenan in 1962 and published the famous
study Report From a Chinese Villa e. London: Heinemann, 1965. The report
was a study- of this village through the villagers' self-portrait of their
lives before and after the revolution. In terms of method., it was
similar to the village histories, yet the element of hortation was absent.
It was a valuable social and historical document of the revolutionary
changes in the Chinese countryside recorded by an independent foreign
observer. Yet the singularity of this study bore testimony to the fact
that the People's Republic did not easily avail herself to be studied by
otside scholars.
91. Yang Li-wen. An initial investigation on several problems
concerning the compilation of village history, New Construction.
3, 1965. Pp.23-30
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Now let us take an overall view of the historical development
of sociology in contemporary China, and try to sum up some of the
characteristic features. The most apparent feature is of course
the striking difference in the state of sociology in the pre-1949
and post-1949 periods. Pre-1949, sociology was flourishing in
China. The decline of the traditional Confucian worldview had created
an intellectual vaccuum in which various cognitive interpretative
schemes might contend and grow. Politically there was chaos and a
condition of pluralism was created by default. This proved to be a
congenial condition for the development of sociology. But with the
triumph of the Revolution, political unity was established under the
leadership of one party, the Communist Party. This had. also brought
about intellectual unity with the Parxist-Leninist ideology claiming a
monopolistic status as the only valid cognitive'interpretative scheme
of the social world. Under this condition, the growth of sociology
seemed to be arrested, with its academic status abolished and. research
activities decreased. This pattern of development appears to affirm
the generalisation that the development and existence of sociology is
less inhibited in a pluralistic political system where an all-pervasive
cognitive-interpretative scheme of the social world is absent.
As for the relation between sociological perspective and. political
orientation, the affinity between sociology and political Liberalism
observed in many societies also exist in the case of China. In both
the pre-1949 and post-1949 periods, evidence of this affinity were
expressed in the behaviour of many Chinese sociologists. This political
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orientation of the sociologists had led to an overt political
conflict in 1957.
Conflict with the powers-that-be, especially with political
authorities, was a continuous theme running through the history of
the development of sociology in China. This appears to lend support
to the hypothesis that sociology is a competitive cognitive-
interpretative scheme and will often come into conflict with other
schemes such as ideology. In the pre-191.9 period, this conflict
did not have serious repercussions on the clevelopment of sociology
since there was sufficient room for manoeuvre in the chaotic situation.
But after 19L.9, the conflict was serious and sociology was reckoned
to be competing with and subversive to political and ideological
authority.
Though there is conflict, it is difficult for the political or
ideological system to fulfill completely the cogn :Wive-interpretative
need in society and rule out all competing schemes. There are bound
to be blind spots and emergent new phenomena wrlich an ideology will
not be able to attend to. Sociological research is often needed to
cope with these. Evidence of this situation was found. in contemporary
China in the existence of minority studies and research and investigations
into communes and cooperative movements etc.
The competition with other schemes of interpretation tend to
inhibit the growth of sociology, whereas the need of it to provide
subsidiary help in dealing with phenomena that are novel or that are
left unattended tend to guarantee its existence. As a result,
sociology often find a node of accommodation to resolve the tension.
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In the case of contemporary China, academic autonomy as a mode of
adjustment had been denied to sociology. The mode adopted seems
to be that of confining its role to provide secondary interpretation
of the social world without challenging the ideology, and also by
selective attention to certain areas of social life and leaving many
subjects untouched. This mode of adjustment appears to be the only
viable one when the ideology claims a monopolistic status in the
interpretation of the world. Various kinds of sociological activity
seemed to adapt to the role of secondary interpretation differently.
For example, theoretical studies of the pre-1949 type has to be
completely abandon because they were directly involved with interpretation
of the world. These had to be transformed to be completely in line
with the ideology. Former theorists, such as Sun Pen-wen, had
completely renounced their former work.92 Other kinds of sociological
work, such as community studies, seemed to be able to retain more
autonomy and chance of existence, as indicated by the relatively
larger number of community studies produced after 191.9. And the
sociologists that argued for the re-establishment of sociology,
incidentally, seem to belong mostly to the group of field researchers.
After summing up the historical development of sociology in
contemporary China, let us examine in more detail how sociology is
being conceptualized in Chinese :[arxism.




CONCEPTION OF SOCIOLOGY IN CHINESE MARXISM
In the previous chapter, we have analysed the dynamic development
of sociology in contemporary China. But in order to approach a fuller
understanding of why sociology assumed such a course of development
after 194.9, let us try to take a more static view and construct the
conception of sociology in Chinese Marxism, i.e. how and where did
sociology fit in the prevailing ideology of the People's Republic.
Chinese l,iarxism as an ideology is more than propaganda or distortion
of reality. As a cultural system, a symbolic construction of
reality, it contained within it assumptions about man and society and
it sets the framework in which the social world is to be interpreted
and social action defined. Thus how sociology is being conceptualized
within this framework has significant practical implications, because
it defines the prevailing official attitude and actions taken towards
sociology. Also an understanding of the conception of sociology and
other relevant assumptions in Chinese Marxism may be illuminating on
some of the basic sources of coxi lict and cleavage between sociology
and ideology in contemporary China.
of course Chinese marxism, like other ideological systems, is
constantly evolving in response to changing situations, and an attempt
to construct a static conception will unavoidably oversimply reality.
But I think the attempt is justified because the conception of sociology
within Chinese ma=ism has not undergone radical changes within the
period under study so that a construction of this conception may be
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useful as a device to achieve understanding. To depict this conception
does not imply that it is the only conception that is being held and
accepted in contemporary China. Chinese marxism is still in the.
process of being established and internalised, and its acceptance and
prevalence is still problematic. The open debate on the statits of
sociology in China during 1957 had demonstrated the existence of
divergent conceptions. Yet as the dominant ideology, its conception
constitute the important element in. the social definition of the
situation which guide practical action. And herein lies the significance
of understanding its conception of sociology.
Keymaxims of Chinese Marxism
Within the framework of Chinese Marxism, there are several key
maxims which form the anchorage points of the ideology and have some
relevance for the place of sociology in the framework.
The Concern for Integration
The fundamental concerns of the ideology constitute one of these
anchorage points which cannot be challenged, and which provides the
criteria for distinguishing right from wrong, good from bad. These
fundamental concerns have been formulated by Mao Tse-tung in 1957.
In his On the Correct Handling of Contradictions Among the People,
Mao Tse-tung had listed six criteria for distinguishing fragrant flowers
from poisonous weeds and right from wrong political actions:
" 1. Words and actions should help to unite and not divide, the people of
our various nationalities s
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2. They should be beneficial, and not harmful, to socialist
transformation and socialist construction.
3. They should help to consolidate, and not undermine or weaken, the
people's democratic dictatorship.
4. They should help to consolidate, and not undermine or weaken,
democratic centralis'yw -.
5. They should help to strengthen, and not discard or weaken, the
leadership of the Communist Party.
6. They should be beneficial, and not harmful to international
socialist unity and the unity of the peace-loving people of the
world.
Of these six criteria, the most important are the socialist path
and the leadership of the Party.
According to -iao, these are political criteria for ju ` ng ,lords
and actions including artistic and scientific activities, and they
constitute the constraints for discussion and debates. These views
are acknowledged to be based on China's specific historical conditions,
indicating that they are the major concerns at this period of political
consolidation.
Judging from the major concerns formulated by Mao, it seems that
a significant shift in emphasis has occurred to Chinese Marxism after
the revolution. As a pre-revolutionary consciousness, it was hostile
93. Mao Tse-tung. On the Correct Handling of Contradiction among
the People, Selected Readings from the Works of Mao Tse-tuns.
Pp* 167-468.
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and inimical to the existent social order, an utopia in fannheii's
terms. As such, I contend, it was critical and analytical, and
provide a congenial setting for the emergence of empirical studies
of social reality and literacy realism which possess unmasking and
debuing tendencies. But with the success of the revolution,
Chinese marxism has changed into a postrevolutionary consciousness
concerned with maintaining a particular interpretation of the social
world and justifying a specific form of social organization. The
emphasis has shifted from the problem of conflict to the problem of
integration. Its critical and analytical edges seem to be blunted.
Social integration and the affirmation of the socialist path and the
leadership of the party have assumed the paramount importance, and
this would be inhibitive to critical examination of the social world
which tends to expose the discrepancy between social ideal, and social
reality. This concern for integration in Chinese marxism appears
to be an important element which shapes the role and form of sociology
pre-1949
post-1949. And this orientation differs from that of,,sociology
and seems to have been one of the basic source of conflict between
Chinese marxist ideology and sociology.
Image of man and theory of knowledge
Besides the basic concern for integration, Chinese marxism also
contains an underlying assumptions of man, and a theory of knowledge
which set it apart from other ideological systems.
In Chinese Marxism, man is regarded as malleable and perfectible. 94
94. Munro, D. The Malleability of Man in Chinese Marxism',
China Cuarterly.
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Much emphasis is being placed on the importance of political
recognition and revolutionary consciousness. The
marxian maxim that it is social existence which determines social
consciousness has been stood on its head in Chinese marxism in its
guidance to social action, though the thesis is still retained as a
weapon for unmasking the theories and thoughts of political opponents.
The primary role that has been assigned to will power, correct world-
view or consciousness were manifested in political movements such as
re-education and remolding of intellectuals, rectification and anti-
rightist movements to weed out erroneous thoughts, and the Cultural
Revolution, which among other things, has aimed at transforming people's
thought. Policies which place primary emphasis on technical improvements
and advances in productive forces as the prerequisites of development
had been criticised as incorrect. This voluntaristic tendency in the
ideology of Chinese Marxism has been noticed by many scholars, and
James Colemen has rightly classified the strategy of social changes
adopted in contemporary China as one that is based on the transformation
and enlightenment of the individual as a matter of relative emphasis.95
It is easy to discern the historical and cultural continuity of this
voluntaristic tendency and image of man with the tradition of the
Confucian past in which the ideal of self-perfection and education was
underscored.
This assumption about the malleability and perfectibility of man
Coleman, James. "Conflicting theories of Social Change," American95
Behavioral Scientist. Vole 14. (5). 5-6, 1971. Pp. 633-650.
（ 政 治 覺 悟 ）
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leads logically to a stress on man's potentiality. 'hat man is is
less significant than what he can be, and the transcendence of present
reality will be attained through education and exhortation. Relative
stress on potentiality and reality appears to be another difference
between Chinese marxism and sociology.
The theory of knowledge or epistomology in Chinese Marxism is in
line with the stress on the potentiality of man. Such a theory has
been clearly expressed by Mao Tse-tung in his essay On Practice .96
The kernel of the theory is that human knowledge is based on experience
generated. in practical activities, then abstracted and systematised
through mental efforts. The abstract and systematic knowledge is
validated again in practical active ties. Then the criteria of truth
is the practical effects which the knowledge can bring about. Herbert
L accuse has provided an insightful analysis of this epistemology and
its implication for practical action in Soviet Marxism -which seems to
apply equally well to Chinese marxisn,
The key propositions of Soviet Marxism have the
function of announcing and commanding a definite practice,
apt to create the facts which the proposition stip late.
They claim no truth-value of their own but proclaim a
pre-established truth which is to be realized through a
certain attitude and behaviour. They are pragmatic
directives for action .... rithin the context in which
they appear, their falsity does not invalidate them,
for, to Soviet 11axxism, their verification is not in
the given facts but in tendencies', in historical process
in which the commanded political practice will bring about
the desired paxts. 97
96. Mao Tse-tung. "On Practice. Selected Readings from the Works
of L'ao Tse-tung. Pp. 65-84.
97. Marcuse, Herbert. Soviet Marxism" in Simirenko, Alex (ed.)
Soviet Sociology. London: Routledge and Yegan Paul. 1967.
P. 131.
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Thus the validity of ideological statements about social reality is
in their effects, tendencies are more significant than existing
reality and given facts. This point of view has been expressed in
Mao Tse-tung' s comments on the attitude that should be taken towards
the movement of agricultural cooperation. He criticised the attitude
of some cadres who regarded the movement as rash and unrealistic:
The way these comrades look at problem is wrong.
They do not look at the essential or main aspects but
emphasize the non-essential or minor ones. It should
be pointed out that these non-essential or minor aspects
should not be overlooked and must be dealt with one by
one . But they should not be taken as the essential or
main aspects, or we will lose our bearing.98
Thus the potentiality of a social situation is the main and
essential aspects of a problem. The significance being attached to
potentiality leads readily to exhortation rather than analysis.
Existent reality is of secondary importance. Though this attitude
does not rule out the value of examining existent constraints and
resistances which is the function of sociology it does tend to reduce
its importance and chance of publication.
Another feature of the assumption about human knowledge is the
assertion that knowledge is intimately linked with human interest.
Since knowledge is generated in practice and vertified in its effects,
it must serve some purpose. There is no knowledge for knowledge sake,
Either it serves the jrd rest of the proletariat or socialist construction,
or it is against this interest. Human knowledge is conceived to be
98. Mao Tse-tung. On the Question of Agricultural Cooperation ,
Selected Readings from the Works of Mao Tse-tung. P.404
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inherently partisan and there can be no objective or impartial
position which transcends particular interest. This assertion about
knowledge appears to be related to the basic concern for integration
in Chinese ma=ism. By linking knowledge definitely to interest, it
does not legitimize detachment. It reinforced integration by forcing
the choice of whole-hearted participation or opposition, eliminating
a middle-of-road-position.
These emphases on integration, on potentiality and the consequent
tendency towards exhortation, and the association of knowledge to human
interest are the dominant elements shaping the conception of sociology
in Chinese Marxism.
With these basic maxims and context in kind, let us examine
directl the components in the conception of. sociology
The Nature of Sociology
How and where - does sociology fit in the schema of Chinese
marxiam' Let us trace the categorisation and classification of
natural and social science, of sociology and other social science
disciplines, and of sociology itself within the dominant ideology.
In the system of typification of Chinese marxism, natural and
social sciences are asserted to share a common purpose To serve the
economic substructure of socialism and the political struggle of the
revolution. 99 But their nature is conceptualized differently:
99. Chou Yang. The Combat Task of Philosophy and social science
Workers, Red Flag. 1963. No. 24, (Dec.) P. 2.
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"Natural science is not part of the superstructure,
therefore it itself has no class nature. This is the difference
between natural and social science. Because social science is
a science investigating the laws of social development, and
society itself is composed of classes (vie are referring to
class societies), so social science itself has class and
partisan nature. Natural science is a science concerned with
the.law of natural development. Natural phenomenoa have no
class nature, thus natural science cannot become the
superstructure. 100
With this distinction, natural science is lifted out of the realm
of political interference. Since it is not part of the superstructure,
its theories and findings are not validated and assessed by their
compatibility with the ideological doctrine, and there is more autonomy
in research and theory construction. This is an acknowledgement of
the universal significance and utility of natural science with its own
specific criteria of vaidity.
Being-categorised as part of the superstructure, social science
and politics are perceived to be interwined and cannot enjoy that kind
of autonomy.
"Philosophy and social science are sciences with very strong
class and partisan nature. Within this realm, we must
insist upon guidance by F3arcist-Leninism....Iiorkers in
philosophy and social science are the spoke men of the
thought of a class, forming an important force in
manufacturing spiritual products and affecting the spiritual
features of the masses. "l01
Thus it is stated unambiguously that both philosophy and social
science serve class interest, and this follows from the basic assumption
of the ideology that there can be no disinterested knowledge about the
social sphere. And in China, sociology like other social science
100. Hwa Kang. Questions and answers on the problem of thought
reform , New Construction. No.1. 1952. P.3.
101. Chou Yang. The Combat Task of Philosophy and Social Science
Workers. Pp.27-28.
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subjects have to accept Marxist-Leninismn as the framework of analysis.
What then makes sociology different from the other social science.
disciplines? It was generally agreed that the subject matter of
sociology is vague and ill-defined, it is an at =tempted integration
of other social sciences and deals specially with the residual
phenomena left unattended by them. 102 Conceived in this way,
sociology only has a week.{ claim to the status of an independent,
scientific subject.
Bourgeois Sociology and Historical Materialism
-With regard to sociology itself, the conception is dichotomous.
Sociology is categorised into two types: new and old sociology, or the
social theory of historical materialism 103 and bourgeois sociology.
This is a dichotom-y of truth and falsehood, distinguished by their
basic assumptions towards three problems:
1. The existence of objective social laws. New sociology or historical
materialism is asserted to confirm that such laws exist and that
evolution into social, stages follow an inevitable historical trend.
The discovery of such laws by Marx turned the study of society into
a science, and mark the beginning of scientific sociology.
102. See Wang Hong. The Reactionary Nature of Bourgeois Sociology' .
New Construction. 8, 1957. P.19•
103. According to Shen Chih-Yuan. In reality, what is called the
new sociology is the social theories of historical materialism
or material historicism., Fundamental Problems of the New
Sociology in the series Lectures on the Foundation of Social
Science. Hong Kong: Chi. Yan Shu-tien, 1947. P. 47.
Later reprinted as Reader in the Foundation of Social Science
Peking: San-lien Shu-tiers. 19490
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But in old sociology or bourgeois sociology, according
to Shen Chih-,yuan, such objective laws are thought to be non-
existent, and even though they exist, they are held to be beyond
human comprehension. Some of these sociologists therefore, it
is alleged, conceive of society as the embodiment of individual
will or of the absolute spirit, or that it is founded on certain
contractual relations among individsals, in all, most of them
explain the history of society from an idealistic vantage point.
Though some of them hold a materialistic point of view, Shen
argues, it is only a mechanical or vulgar materialism, as shown
in the geographical, organic or mechanical models of society.
To the Marxist, bourgeois sociology is wrong because it denies the
existence of objective social laws. The cause of the denial is
attributed to the fear of the bourgeoisie about social laws
because the spell the destruction of their class.
2. Bourgeois sociology treats society as an abstract and a-historical
Concept. It talks about t society in general and assumes that
it is universal in terms of both time and space. In contrast,
it was argued, historical materialism regards society as concrete
cases of forms of social organization located at specific
historical points in time. The approach of historical materialism
to the study of society is said to be dynamic.
3. The question of glass. One of the important characteristics of
historical materialistic sociology is said to be the stress on
class and class conflict as the key to understand social organization
and development . Bourgeois sociology, it is argued, plays down
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the significance of class and tends to regard individuals as
“natural man” with similar nature and psychology,instead of
members of a particular class with distinct class features.
104
These are asserted to be the distinctions of science and myth,
truth and falsehood. In this conception of sociology, historical
materialistic sociology is regarded to be the science of society, the
only valid theory. The structure of society is to be understood with
the conceptual tools of forces of production and relations of
production, substructure and substructure, class and class conflict.
The dynamics of social development are generated from the conflict and
contradictions in their relations, resulting in a substantive theory
of social development in terms of stages: pre4-class society or primitive
communism, slave society, feudal society, capitalist society and
socialist society. Nevertheless the original Marxian theory of
development poses difficulties for ehinese marxism. China was first
classified by Marx as a form of asiatic made of pcodcction which is outside the
main stream of historioal devrlopment. After1940,the concept of
Asiatic made of hrodwction sm was discarded. Modern China was then reclassified
as semi-feudal and semi-colonial, a variant of the post-feudal stage.
With this revision, China can participate in the Marxist scheme of
history, and Chinese communism will also become an inevitable product
of historical development e
104. on these differences, see Shen Chih-yuan. 0p. cit. Pp.44-40.
And. Wei Wei. “A Critique of the Reactionary historical
Idealism of Fed. and Pan”,New Construction. 8,1958.P.42.
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the dichotomous conception and critique of what is called
bourgeois sociology may be appropriate at its first formulation.
if
But it may be argued andAis certainly true that bourgeois sociology
has changed. Has China kept up with recent developments in what is
called bourgeois sociology so as to re-examine and update its
conception? In the period under review, there were few evidence to
suggest that this has happened to a significant extent. One of the
few cases in which contemporary `bourgeois sociology has been
evaluated was an article on the western sociological theories of class
and social stratification. here some knowledge on current developments
in contemporary sociology was shown.105 }ther-vrise the publications
in China which were related to sociology appeared to be informed of
what's going on in the West, and the conception of bourgeois sociology
has becoccie stagnaxteci.
At.'hy is it that the conception of sociology in Chinese Marxism is
dichotomised into historical materialism and bourgeois sociology?
I-Thy is bourgeois sociology beiri6, denounced as erroneous? .± efore
attempting to give ,in explanation from an observer': viewpoint, let
us examine the reasons and rationale cffereu, in the official ideology
which give an interpretation of the origin and function of bourgeois
sociology.
Bourgeois sociology is thought to emerge as a response of the
ruling elites in capitalist societies, to the threat of i arxism.
105. Chuang Fu-ling. A critique of the nonsense of i ourgeois
Sociology on the question of Class and Class Conflict, Red Flag.
9, 1963. Pp. 14-21.
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"The bourgeoisie desperately needed a new theory to resist the
revolutionary theory of the proletaiat, to justify its own existence.
To fulfill this needs, a sociology which attempted to integrate all
106
bourgeois social science emerged.''
Clearly this is related to the maxim that social knowledge is
conditioned by and serves social interest. There can be no
disinterested, nonpartisan knowledge which transcends the interest
of social classes. The ciaira to be objective and non-partisan, even
with the best of intentions, is inevitably a myth and a false
consciousness. :'ven though- sociology in capitalist societies may
try to avoid the sin of corm issic n bj not being defendants of the
bourgeoisie, sociologists in a capital st society-nevertheless commit
the sin of omission by not embracing I'farxist- Their efforts,
it is argued, will divert people': attention from, the corrupt reality.
A of to oppose tie status quo activelyy is to endorse it, so in effect
sociologists in capitalist societies serve the interests of the
bourgeoisie, It is asserted unn.ambiuously that
Proletarian philosophy and social science Tr orke s
serve the class interest of the proletariat whereas
bourgeois philosophy and social science workers serve
the interest of the bourgeoisie. Because of the
difference in stDnd-.point, their functions and effects
]
are completely different.
Actually the difference is not in their function in a sociological
sense. Both are conceived to be servants of power and class interest.
To serve partisan interest is not thought to be invalids. tinE a d
106. Chou Yang* op. cit. P. 28.
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hindering the pursuit of truth and knowledge by itself. What is
important is that it should serve the progressive force in history.
According to this logic, bourgeois sociology is inevitably erroneous
because it is on the wrong side and serve the wrong muter.
she implicit theory in this argument is that true knowledge
is the exclusive claim of only one group in society, the group
which represents the progressive force in history. In the People's
Republic, this group is thought- to be the proletariat. this is
the custodian of truth, and sociology,in order to attain valid
social knoriledGe, must then serve the interest of the proletariat.
But even according to this logeo, bourgeois socioloa can still
have access to partial truth because the boargeoi ie had oace been
a progressive force in history. But this c Aia of bourgeois
sociology to partial truth is denied in Chinese ilarxira, and it
has b en argued that,
The bourgeois, even when they were perforii ing a
progressive role in histor, could not build upp the
true social science because they were restricted by
their 11,rrow class interIest of exploitation. Ifter
they had become the reactionary ruling class, their
so called 'social science' only attented to meintlvin
of the proletariat And the independence movement of
the oppressed nations. 107
Thus, all of bou.rgecis socioioe are conceived to be coiplete
apologetics and ideology which CU torts reality and function as
camouflage for the interest of the bourgeoisie. it fci1os that
107. "uo Mo-jo. The Anti-ihtist f ovement in tee, ieid of
Social Science must be carried further,,, ew China Amonthly.
1, 1357. P. 87
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there can be only one attitude towards it.
... the Chinese communist p party and all marxists
no matter in the past or at present, can only adopt an
attitude of negating in principle all the contemporary
bourgeois reactionary philosophy and reactionary 'social
science', including sociology,l gronomics, political
science, law and history etc.108
This is the prevailing typification and attitude towards
sociology in Chinese Italarxism. But a dissenting view nevertheless
exist. The orthodox one which has been cutlined can be characterised
as an Interest theory'! of sociology in which bourgeois sociology is
completely ideologized.
strai
Thhe dissenting view inclines to interprete the role of sociology
more in terms of a strain theory109 Though socioloc still
perceived to serve the interest of the ruling class in capitst.list
society, its service is thought to be more than apologetics and
distortions of reality. sociologyy is regarded as in part a response
to social pathologies, the existence of stress and strains in
capitalist societies. It serves the ruling class by beinnr accurate
in their dianosis of g:roblems to enable effective manageiont of f
conflict. Seen in this light, not anl of bourgeois sociol oey eire
distortions. There era tionalend and useful elements which can be
absorbed. phis is the argue ent put forth b, Chinese sciologistis
108. lbid. P. 87.
109. The concepts of interest theory and strain theory is used by
Geertz, Llifford. Ideology as a ultaral System in .Apter D.
Ideology and Dis cones.
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such as Fei Hsiao-tung.110 If this view prevails, sociology as
an academic discipline should then be established in Chi a and the
attitude towards bourgeois sociology should not be complete negation.
But this view was discredited as being tightist and erroneous.
It is interesting to note that Fei's view of sociology as a
response to social strain, and the critical stand it takes towards
sociology has some similarity With that of the new or radical
sociology which has emerged in the United Stetes and urope. Western
sociologists such as Gouldner arrive et a similar stand towards
academic sociology.111 They detect much ideological elements in
sociology, but the. alno resist over-ideologizng it. They think
that sociologists.being servents of She Melfare State as Gouldner
puts it,are nevertheiess revolied and diseffected by the social
pathologies they had observed. This situstion rescues sociology
from being oempletely ideological. It seeas that former sociologists
like Zei and the radical sociologists in the est converge at least
in spirit, in affirning the porentiall critical and useful function
of sociology.
Why is it that bourgeois sociology is cenceived to be completely
ideolopical? This conception only appaers to me partially convincing.
There are certainly ideological elementb in western sociology. But
110. see Fei. How to reform sociology departments , and
G.W. Skinner, The Wew Sociology in China
111. c.f.Gouldner. Coming Crisis in Western Sociology, and
Some Cooments on artin Shaw's eview"in ieft neview.
Also Horowitz's, introdnction to Badical Sociology.
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the conception in Chinese Ilarxism seems to have over-ideologized
sociology. The arguments and rationales put forth to deny the
existence of rational and non-ideological elements in sociology
seem to be over-stretched. May be the arg-u, ents and rationales
should not be taken only at their face value. The reasons for this
conception and the completely negativa attitude adopted towards
-sociology may perhaps be sought in the context in which the conception
was formulated. This conception was put forth in detail during 1957
in the anti-rightist attack on the reassertion of sociology. Thus
the conception and critique of the ideological nature of sociology
might be part of, theoretical aru unition in co tering and weakening
the claiii to rebuild sociology. flso the criteria and rationale
used in judging bourgeois sociology are all political ones. There
is reason to suspect that the conception and attack on bourgeois
sociology is put forth to prevent the emergence of sociological
activities that might be critical atid subversive to the authority of
the Party. By ideologising sociology and dichotouuising it into
bourgeois sociology and historical materialism, legitimaacy for the
existence of sociological activities with some measure of autonomy
and detachment from the official ideology is denied. This seems to
be related to the basic concern of Chinese Iarxisi i to achieve
integration and consensus without deviation, and to maintain the
unchallengable authority of the Paarty.
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Methods of social research
The complete ideologization of bourgeois sociology and the
official attitude of total rejection need not imply that efforts
at understanding and diagnosing social reality are non-existent.
The practical demand of information for policy formulation and
execution seems to make social research mandatory. The need for
"investigation and research
emphasized as a corrective to couater the dogmatic tendency of
deducing policies and action from theories which are divorced from
reality. Mao Tse-tuns has stated explicitly that only after
"investigation and research is one qualified to make comments and
suggestions on policy matters
Therefore the importance of research has been acknowledged in Chinese
Marxism.
Let us try to examine the nature of the methods of inquiry used
in "investigation and research", and to ascertain the similarities
and differences it shares with the methodology of sociology in the
West.
Every method which aims at understanding the social world oarries
some underlying assumptions of What constitutes a fact and what
attitudes should be adopted towards these facts, i.e. how the facts
should be interpreted. It is a cliche that Marxist-Leninism is the
guiding principle of all social action in China. But what does this.
mean for social research activities and the method of "Investigation
an research"?
is constantly being（ 調 查 研 究 ）
（ 未 經 調 查 研 究 ， 便 沒 有 發 言 權 ）
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"Our investingation and research are carried out
under the guidance of the general principle of Marxist-
Leninism. The prinoiple of Marxist Leninism directs
us to pierce through the appearance of the phenomena to
search for its internal relationships and its essence,
and to grasp the regularit in the developmental
processes of the phenomenon so as to achieve socientifio
prediction. Because we have the guidance of Marxist-
Leninism, our attitude towards objective events is
redically different from the narrow empirioists. The
narrow empiricists lower themselves in front of specific
and isolated faots of the phenomencn, and in the name of
a respect for facts, restriot others' as well as their
vision within a very narrow sphere so that they can
only derive some re commendations that are partial and
incongruous with objective facts."112
In fact this attitude shares a lot in common with the assumtion
of some currents in aosdemic sociology such as funotionalism or system
theory in the emphasis on the interrelations within the phenomenon
and meking sense of a part in terms of the whole etc. But this
conception does differ from the empiricist and extreme positivist
tendencies in western sociology. And the stress on development and
dynamic aspect of the phenomens instead of treating it statioally
implies the relative significance is placed on the potentiality of
the phenomenon rather then on the existing reality.
This stress on the developmental potentiality of a social
phenonmenon is related to the sim of research and ivestigation. It
is asserted that one must have definite sime in doing research, though
this must be distinguished from the malpractice of seeking confirmation
to subjective speculations or prejudices. "Our purpose of knowing
112. "Investigation and Research is the Fundamental
Method of Marxien", Red Flag. 1961 (Sapt.) P.10.
施 東 向 .
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the world is to change it. We are not doing research for research's
sake. The goal of research is to solve problems."113 Social and
economic investigation and researches aim at "Improving the
execution of the Party's line of socialist construction, and serving
the task of socialist revolution. Therefore the most important
part is to investigate the condition and trend of various classes
at different periods so as to arrive at a timely and accurate
assessment of the classes to know who should be relied upon and
united, and who should be attacked and isolated."114 This is related
to the problem of commitment and relevance of social inquiry. The
prevailing view in China is that social research should be committed
and relevant. Commitment, rather than detachment, is the
prerequisite of objective understanding.
As for the techniques of obtaining social information, direct
investigation with first hand observation is preferred to indirect
investigation and secondary data, and the study of "models" （ 典 型 ） ，
"the anatomy of a sparrow" （ 解 剖 麻 雀 ） type of research is
preferred to overall surveys. The advantages of direct studies of
“models” which seems to be akin to the method of intensive case studies
by participant observation in Western sociology, are said to be two-
fold: The first is related to economic considerations. “Model”
investigation is economical with respect to both time and resources.
It can be carried out more frequently at more locations. Overall
113. Ibid. P. 25.
114. Yo Wei 岳 巍 . On Social and Economic investigation and
Research", Red Flag.
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surveys should only be used to secure basic social data, and even
when it has to be done, specific models should be studied first
to determine the kinds of data that should be collected. But
there is a more important second reason. According to historical
materialism and dialectics, the objective condition of social reality
is dynamic and is in constant flix with ever-emergent novel
phenomena. "Therefore, frequent 'model' investigation so as to
have a timely grasp of the budding of ndw phenomena which signify
new trends in the process of development of the totality is very
important in speeding up the rnatamorphosis of contradictions and
the development of the revolution....(but) if the emphasis is on
overall investigation and not 'model' studies, then we would be
blind to the evolvement of new phenomena and the struggle of
contradictions. This would be disadvantageous to the matamorphosis
of contradictions and the development of the revolution.,115 `Phis
seems to suggest that overall surveys have a conservative bent that
is suitable to depict the static rather than the dynamic state.
Therefore surveys are ill-suited to spot and aid the development of
potentialities and new trends. This will be made more explicit
when we try to ascertain the meaning of a 'model' and how 'models'
are to be selected.
'Model', in the prevailing conception, does not clean the most
common phenomenon, the statistical avorage.116 .Lather,It shares
115. Ibid. Pp. 47-48.
116. Huo Sung-lin. "A Discussion on the Problem of 'models'",
New Construction. 1955. P. 35.
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common basic characteristios with the totality,and possesses a
definite representative nature among phenomena of the same type."117
In this sese,it seems to resemble weber,s conception of"ideal
types"as an attempt to capture the typical. But it is more than
a typical representative. It also carries the meaning of a
"specimen" ( 標 本 ） and an examplar ( 表 率 ） .
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These mesnings
are shown in the aime and use of this method of social enquiry as
outlined by Hung Yen-lin:
1. The s tudy of a model can lead to an understanding of the general
condition of that type of phenomena.
2.From the study of a model, experiences may be drawn to direct and
promote the work in similar places.An example was cited in
which a lou Communs
( 老 縣 ）
was studied to demonstrate the
merit of farming cooperatives in a village ( 乾 四 村 ） in
chekiang.
3.From the information gathered in the study of models regularities
may be discovered to solve particular problens.119
And the procedure of pickin these "models is to classif
the totality into different types and nodeis are to be salected from
carious types. It is emphasized that the inportant models are those
117. Yo Wei 岳 魏 op cit.p.49
118. Bung Ken-lin 洪 彥 林 Investigation and hesearch and the
Evaluation of work. Peking:People's press. 1956.P.39.
119. Ibid. P.41.
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of the "advance nd the backward types, to find out what is the
positive experience in the former and the negative experience of the
latter so as to promote the task of socialist oonstrootion.l20 But
the stress seems to be mainly on the selection of positive models,
as shown in a concrete illustration of the procedure put forth by
Hung:
"If we want to find a model of a farming cooperative,we
must carry out general investigation to have a general view
of the charavteristics of local peasant economy and the
develkopment of the cooperative movement. Then from a
village with more thorough mass mobilization and better
foundation of coperative movements,we slect a cooperative
which has considerable achievement and which has a better
execution of the Party's tural class policy to be the model."121
It seems to me that this technique of "models"investigation in
china is not radically different in principle from some of the social
research methods developed in the West,especially the method of
participant observations. The approavh through texonomy and
classification,then intensive case studies is similar. But there are
two points of difference:one is in technical sophistication;the
other in aim. Compared with the research techniques ofwestern
sociology,the method of "model"investigation is rather crude. No
check and precautions against observer's bias and unrepresentative
sampling have been provided. But technical sophistication is not an
absolure value. It is related to a difference in aim. Investigation
and resesrch in China appwars to be a response to administrative
necessity and information need . The technique of gaining information




and the quality of the social data desired must be adjusted to the
availability of material resources. Western social research
shares similar considerations to a great extent, but there is more
guarantee of accuracy and verification of data. A further difference
is that models in China does not serve primarily as a scientific
heuristic device. It seems to serve mainly as an emiulation model'`
for problem-solving and as a trend-setter. Its function is wainly
educational and hortative in providing concrete examples to be
emulated. Thus the question of representativeness of the phenomenon
is ir-elevent. What is important is that it should possess the
desirable traits, that it should be are example which approach the
ideal in terms of the values of Chinese Larxisrxi. The function and
role of these models appear to be similar to those of the hero
figures in Chinese revolutionary liter:ture.
Uhus investigation and research appears to have the twin
purposes of infoxination gathering for administration needs as well as
active advocacy and exhortation in order to realise social policies.
Judgira from the nature of the reports of model investigations
published in the Chinese press, there is reason to speculate that
research findings are electively published for the latter purpose.
his means the Publicity of data that are thought to be positive and
which tend to reinforce to policy implementation.
Tho should do the investigation and research
The final nepect of the conception of sociolo{ co corns the
tye of people considered appropriLte to do the research. The basic
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criterion seems to be loyalty to socialist construction, denoted by
the concept of redness° in China. In an article criticising
bourgeois sociology in 1957, it was asserted that bourgeois professors
and expert could not be relied upon. rjbe research done by Pei Hsiao-
tong and Id Chang-han were taken to be efforts in creating and magnifying
conflicts under the gui5z of analysis and investigation. It concluded
that needed research and analysis should better be done by the party
and the state, by those are 'loyal to the enterprise of socia.iism.
l 2
being
But this did not mean special skills and expertise areAslighted.
HHather a combination of reds and experts' Was stressed. This meant
a researcher with technical competence as well as political consciousness
and loyalty. But investigation and research was to be done not only
by specialised researchers. Administrators and cadres at all levels
were urged to master the techniques and practise social inquiry, to
become what may be called administrator-cum-researches'.
This suggest two points of interest to which we will return later*
one is the question of Fred and expert which appears to me to express
a basic tension in contemporary Chinese society relovant to the
condition of sociology in China. The other is -the prcblem of
specialization. `admixni.strator: -coin-researcher seems a indicate a
merging together of several. tasks into one role rather than
compartmentalizing then through speoialization. Apparantly,this
seems to run counter to the trend of increasing division of labour and
syecialization in the development of other. industrial societies.
122. Sun Ting-isuo. op.cit. P. 4.
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Therefore it appears that the conception of sociology in
Chinese Marxism has several key features, One of them is that in
this conception sociology is completely ideologised. Political
criterion is the overriding consideration in the attitude adopted
towards sociology. `his seems to be related to the basic concern
in Chinese marxism to maintain integration and the authority of the
Party. Sociology claiming relative detachment and autonomy is
perceived to be a threat to these concerns, and the over-ideologised
conception appears to be a theoretical justification in denying the
legitimacy for the existence of this type of sociology. Another
feature is the acknowledgement of the need of social research for
handling the tasks of social administration and planning. There is
the additional feature that social research in China have an important
educational and hortative component which accords with the assumptions
of Chinese marxism about human knowledge and social action. bus
social inquiry appears to have assumed a peculiar form in China with





Prom the analysis of the previous chapters, I hope to show
that it is oversimplified to say that sociology is just non-existent
in the People's Republic of China. Questions on the status and the
nature of sociology appear to be controversial, and this seems to
constitute a problem area marked with tension and contradiction.
It is relatively simple with regard to the question: 'Can there be
a sociology that is non-Marxist? The answer to this is certainly
no and there was overall agreement in China on this. But as for
the question: under the guidance of the theoretical perspective of
Marxist-Leninism, should there be a speciality of sociology with an
empirical emphasis? 111his is more uncertain and complicated. In
theory, the need for social research and investigation is aoknowledged.
In practice, empirical research has been carried out in limited areas,
especially on minority nationality groups, and on what may be called
studies of social change in factories, families, villages and communes
in the pour Iiistory Movement. Techniques of social enquiry are being
used. Though there may not be scientific sociological tools due to
their crudity, they may nevertheless be considered proto--sociological.
And a measure of ambivalence is shown in the dual demand on
investigation and research both to be objective and accurate in
assessment and to be active-didactive in function.
These observations prompt the questions: vhy did sociology
assume such a form, and why was it regarded as a problematic pursuit
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in China? I would try to work towards an interpretation by comparing
the case of China with experiences in other societies. From such
a comparison, I hope some lights can be shed on the nature of both
sociology and contemporary Chinese society, and some speculation on
future development may be attempted.
I would attempt to interprete the case of sociology in China
by tackling three related issues: the relation of sociology with
socio-economic development the relation of sociology with socialism
and the relation of sociology with oriental societies. 'Iese issues
are chosen with the assumptions that contemporary Chinese society may
be classified as a developing, socialist society of the East, and that
it shares many common characteristics problems with societies in
similar categories. These three dimensions often overlap and in
reality, the distinctions are made only for analytical purposes.
Sociology and Socio-economic development
Sociology is a modern social phenomenon. It first emerged in
Eutrope as a repponse to the social crisis created by the It'rench and
the Industrial :evolutions.123 Then seeds for its development found
fruitful soil in the United States. Introduction of sociolcgyy into
China was transacted by contact with the West. Western impact
coincided with the beginning of the process of industrialisation in
China. In all these cases, sociology goes hand in hand with
123. c.f. Nisbet, II. Sociological Tradition. London: Heinemann,
1967. And Tiryakian, E. (ed.) Phenomenon of Sociology.
New York Anleton-Century-Crofts. 1971.
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Industrialism and economic development. Sociology may be taken
as a phenomenon of industrial development because it fulfills
several needs that an industrial society creates. Let's examine
what these needs are and what evidence there is to suport this.
Firstly the process of industrialization gives rise to a
need of social information. Industrialization through technological
advances is usually accompanied by increasing social differentiation
and a growing complexity within a society. This is in line with
the Marxian hypothesis that transformation in the force of production
will affect the relations and mode of production. Growing social
differentiation and complexity make knowledge about groups and
sectors other than one's own more and more difficult. One may no
longer infer from one's own experience what are happening in other
social groups. This poses problems especially for agencies such
as the government or business corporations because the successful
execution of their task has to be based on accurate understanding
and prediction of the behaviour of social groups and their members.
Thus social information is in demand. The endency of stressing
rational management of social affairs,and the increasing im1iortEnce
of bureaucracy as a problem--solvinL and goal-attaining u:echanisrn in
modern society indicated by iiax Weber further underscore the need
for social information. Bauman has properly warned against the
simplistic view that infor.i.ation is always welcome in a dynamic
social system. He has pointed out that the need for information
is always selective and submitted to power considerations in a system
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which is always composed of competing forces. Informetion and
knowledge often become a basis of power. Its demand and &bsorption
will be affected by the way in which a society is organized with a
particular conflguration of competing social forces. But deapite
these variation,he nevertheless thinks that with increased
industrialization, the fool of uncertainty where knowledge and
information will be needed has moved towards expert managenent of
economic and sociol problers. Be asserted that speciclized bodies
are necessary to make up for the natural shortcomings of spontaneous
mechanisn in information gathering.124 Sociology, with its teahniques
of social inquiry,is one of these speoinlized bodies in information
gathering. This Rspeet of its function also refleets on the nature
of sociology itself which tend to make it more ratio altzed and
technical.125
The kind of sociology being developed in the Boviet Union and
Foland give support to this. In both these countries. conerete
soeisl researchee with an heavy empirical eaphesis emerged in the
last dec de desplts as peried of abolition of sociology. One of
their asin fooms is on industrial and managerial problems with a
pragmatie empirical approach. The technique of sociology is being
used to strengthen the menagerial and administr tive technology.
This is aimilar to the trend of ascendence of applied sociology,in
the West. Tnlectt Farsonsin his visit is the Soviet Unien has noted
124. Beumen, Zygaunt. ses of infenaation: then Social Information
becomes Desired. The Annals. 391. 1,1971. Pp.29-31.
125. Leven-san, The Bationalirattion of Sociology in Piryakian E.
(ed.) op.eit.
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their interest in cybernetics in order to handle the problam of
managerial aitjprty and control.126 Observers of Polish and
Soviet sociology make similar comments like sociology ecists in
Poland because it is useful 127 and that the growth of sociology
as a scientific discipline reflects the Soviet elites' inea[acoty
to solve, with their exigting tools, the problem of a complex
industrial order. 128 Tjese comments agree on the view that
sociologioal research, common to an urban industrial society
tather than to a socialist or capitalist, is necessary,129
This necessity has been manifested to some extent in China with
the type of investigation and research being urged to be
conducted by administrators into areas such as the communes and
factories And this may well be the major entry point for furure
development of sociology in China.
Besides the need of social information, socio-economic
development also gives rise to cognitive-interpretative needs.
A traditional culture usually affords a pervasive universe of
meaning that rationalises and justifies a par ticular way of life
which is taken for granted. But scientific and technological
126. Parsons,T.
127. Bryant,O.G.A. Sociology and Socialism in Poland,
Social Research 39(1). 1972. R. 111,
128. Lane ,David. Ideology and Sociology in the USSR,
British Journal of Sociology, 21. 1970.P. 48.
129. Ibid. P. 128.
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innovations change all these. By altering the condition of social
existenoe, traditional, cultures begin to be called into question,
more and more areas of life become secularised and thus problematic.
New cultural responses are called for. ociolov may be regarded
as one of these responses. 'his is demonstrated in the close
association of the emergence of sociology with. social and cultural
crises. Rhough social crises and the dissolution of traditional
cultures alone do not constitute the sufficient condition for
sociolocy to emerge, there are historical evidence to suggest that
it is a potential response to such crisis. `it thetc are other
possible responses, of which ideology is P. prominent candida-lUe.
r. us as h-ve been discussed earlier oii, sociology-and ideology appear
to be responses to similar rohles of cultural meaning and may
easily becorie coupetitors. In cases such as China There axe ideology
is forraulL the as the substi tote of traditional cul tune, l30 this
potential function of sociology will come a 'inst much ncsist nce and
suppression. :ixt there are two reasons why ideology as a sole
substitute of culture will be ina equIv tie to the task. Irsty,as
in any theoretical scheme, there are bound to be blind spots, as
expressed in the dictiui that a v nay of seeing is also a way of not
seeing. These has to be handled by surp1emerctry interpretation,
a task that is suited to sociology. inority problearls in China seems
to be an illustrative case of this in that it has not been explicitly
130, See Schunaann, Franz. ldeolorand (rg nizaticn in Communist
China.
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dealt with in the marxist thsory ,thus research into the area becomes
necessary. Secondly, in industrial society, technological
sdvancement has become a built-in accelerator of change, causing
continual appearance of new phenomena. Tocope with these new
phenomena and to incorporate them into the existing system of
meaning, the ideology has to modify itself. Sociology is one of
the tools to hsndle this constant need of coping and modification.
The re-establishment of sociology in Russia and other East European
societies after the Stalinist era of iaeological rigidity give some
support to this argument.
A third process linking sociology to sconomic development is
the classic obssrvstion of sivision of labour and specislization in
industriallzation. This process affects the form that sociolcgy
will assume. Hike other activities in modern societies, sociology
may by predicted to become more specialized, and social enquiry will
increasingly be performsd by profensional experts. This tendeney
is already industrial societies, and the separation of sociology from
western industrial socortoes,and the seprtation of sociogy from
ideology into a more autonomised pursuit in Hussia and astern
gurope.
All the foregoing arguments have a common underlying thesis of
convergence due to industrialization.131 It is assertea that
131. see for example, weinberg, Jan. The Problem of converfgence
of Industrial Societies: A Critical look at the Srate of a
Theory ", Comparative Studies in Societ, and History. Vol.11.
1969. Pp.1-5; and Galbraith,J.K., he Now Industral State.
Harmondsworth:Penfuin Books. 1969. And Feldman,A.S. and
Moore, W.E. Are Industrial Societies Pecoming Alike?Thin
Gouldner, A.W. and Miller, S.M.(ed.) Aplied Sociology.
New York: Free Press. 1965. Pp.260-265.
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industrialization creates commonneeds that transcends the mode
of social organization, to which there are only limited
institutional responses. Thus social institutions in industrial
societies will becomemore and more alike. In the light of this
thesis, how should the Chinese experience be interpreted? If
this thesis is sound, then abolition of empirical sociologj and the
lack of theoretical development of historical materialism is made
possible by China's relatively low level of economic development.
Chinese society has not yet developed to that stage of complexity
as to make sociolcgy or similar activities indispensable. Projecting
this view into the future it seers probable that sooiolog.y will
again be established, to answer the need of information and cultural
interpretation as China attain a higher level of econak-Ac development.
But this prediction is at best probabilistic. The fact that
China is a late,-comar to the process of industric-lisation may
invalidate this prediction. The process of development of a latecomer
differs considerably from the forerunners. in order to catch
up with the developed societies, the process of industrialization
has to be compressed into a muchshorter span of time. This may
necessitate greater social discipline and higher social cost. the
strategy of collective ascetism and centralised planntngr adopted in
China may be one of the effective meansfor a developing society,
with the cost of a curtailment of individual manoeuvreof action
and the tolerance of dissent. Basides, the more rapid rate of
change makefor a quicker obsolescence of skills, which cnrdces too
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refine a division of labour wniong individuals uneconomical. This
may be the objective reason for the policy of merging several
skills, such as administrative and research tasks, into one role
and making an individual proficient in several activities' in
contemporary China.
The prediction in-ay also be invrllidated because of the possibility
for a late-comer to adopt a different path of development, and work
to avoid the pitfalls in the experience of the industrialised
societies. The approach of China towards division of labour and
specialization appears to be such an attempt, and it is too early to
foretell the outcome. Ssociology may be dispensed with in a different
model of development, with different devices being developed to cope
with the need for infor.,ration and cultural interpretation. Cr it
may assume a very different form from the existire western manifestation
On this relation between sociology and developmgent, it may be said
that certain conditions are created in the process of industrialization,
making the a iergcnce of sociology a likely reiiponse. This Orin explain
partly the Chinese experience with regard to sociolog and may give
sole hints on future developtents. Put these are short of complete
and sufficient explanations, Che mode of sceiai organization and
the historical and cultural legacy of China have to Le ten into
account.
Socioloea and Sooialism
esides being a developing society, conternpor ry China is also
a cooialist one. The relation between sooiolo r and society is
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significantly affected by this socialist form of social organization.
Two key features marked off this form from others: an ideology
that seeks to be pervasive, and an organization with central
planning and state ownership of the means of production. How do
these two asuects affect sociology?
Science and Ideology: The problem of legitimation and subversion
The relation of sociology with ideology is complicated by the
fact that sociology contains both elements of seience and ideology,
and there is some overlap in function between ideology and sociology.
Merton has described this situation succinctly in depicting the
foundation of detachment in sociology as precarious.132 As has been
discussed earlier, sociology is more than an activity of social
information gathering and it is involved in the problem of meaning
and interpretation on a cultural level. In this respect, sociology
has also concerned itself with the choice between valued alternatives
in human social systems. Thus some competition between ideology and
sociology exist. In societies where an ideology such as socialism
claims a monopolistic status and a uniforuiity of value preference
it is natural that sociology, especially non-arxian theoretical
sociology, will be resisted and preceived as threatening and subversive.
It may be speculated that at the initial stage of socialist construction
when the authority of the socialist ideology has yet to be estsblished
132. Merton, R. The Precarious Foundations of Detachment in
Sociology! observations on Bendix's 'Sociology and Ideology,
Tn Tirvakian (ed.) The Phenomenon of Sociology.
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and consolidated,as in the case of contemporary China,this
resistance is particularly acute and the ideological threart of
sociology exaggerated. And a greater tolerance of sociology may
result from the emergence of a mood of confidence as the value
prefernce of the ideology becomes established and internalised,
or that modification in the monopolistic claim of the ideology has
occured and more diversity in value-preference is recognized.
But the existence of some similar features does not imply an
identity between sociology and ideology. Otherwise there need be
no conflict as sociology can be completely reformed and reconciled with
the dominant ideology, or that sociology be simply eliminated as
an incompatible ideological competitor, As have been discussed
in the first chapter, I believe a distinction between the two
does exist in their difference in commitment. Broadly speaking,
ideology is committed to the interest of the group whereas sociology
aims at approxi8mating some vague notions of truth and objective
understanding,that transcend group loyalty.Ideology deals with
justification and exhortation,and sociology with analysis and
understanding.Yet it is a difference in intention which often
becomes blurred in actual practice due to their mutual effect.
And this leads to several problems.
The most intricate problem is the consequence of analysis of
social phenomena. Unlike the examination of natural objects, the
act of social investigation may have a significant effect on the
very object of analysis itself. Social research may,at least
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potentially, be self-validating or self-invalidating by altering
the social actor's definition of the situation.133 Rennerh
Eoulding is one of the few who is reflective and insightful on
this problem,and his analysis des rves to be quoted in length.
He said,
We cannot,however,study andthing with the instrumentg
of the social sciencea without ohanging our inage of it.
Insofar as the legal, othical,and religious systems in the
past have operated mainly with folk and literary images,
the introduction of social scientific images is bound to
have a profound effect which may be either ereative or
disorganizing, depnnding in considarable degrse of how it
is received or what adjustwents are made to it.134
He than illastrated this argument with the pessible effect
sociological analysis May have on the ethical systes.
There is likely to be an impact on the very ethicel
norkms of the system....The power of an ethical norm is a
vary complex function of its conformity with the exiating
value structure of the exten to which the norms are in
fact obeyed.Hence knowledge about the extent to which
norms are in fact obeyed may have a substantial impact
on the degree to which the norms are accepted. 135
This recalls the controversy sorrounding the two studies of
village life conducted by Li King Hong and Fei Hsiao-tung respectively
in 1957. These studies revealed certain hardships, both individual
and lecal,created by the system of centralized planning and silocation
133. This fascinating phenomenon has been dealt with in Robert
Merton's Self-fulfilling Prophecy in his Rocial Theory
and secial Structure. 2nd ed. glencose. 1969.
134. Boulding Kenneth. The Impact of the Social Soiences.
New Jersey: Rutgers University Prass. 1966.P.92.
135. Ibid. P. 92.
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of resources. What they had described may be existent objectively.
But this was beside the point. It was the potential effect of
these studies to create discontent and to invalidate the social
policies that the governing social group was keenly aware of and
concerned about.And not without reason. By communicating the
fact that certain hardshipsexisted, what was formerly regarded as
a private concern might be transformed into a public issue by the
tealization that the hardshipswere also shared by others. Thus a
social problem might have been ereated by altering the publie's
definition of thr situation.and social research inevitably takes
on politieal overtones.136
This case throws into relief another aspect of the different
emphasis and assumptions inherent in socialism as ideology (primarily
I refer to the Chinese version here) and sociology. Socialist
ideology works under the assumption of potentimlities of the social
groups and individuals which seeks to trenseend and transform
present reality. This is expressed in the Chinese technique of
"model investigation and research which is slanted towards advocacy
and exhortation. The objective existing condition is assessed but
is not publicised so as to keep individual and local problems, which
might perhaps be unavoidable and temporary in the realization of
certain social policies, on the level of private concerns. But
sociologists work under a different set of assumptions. Knowledge
about the discrepancey between reality and idenl is thought to be
136. c.f.Ross, Robert. & Staines, graham L. The Politics of
Analysing Social Probiems. Social Problems. 20(1).
Summer. 1972.Pp. 18-40.
worth obtaining and beneficial in the long run. A completely
didactic approach on what should be is considered illegitim te
scientifically, and analysis is vslued. But the sociological
approach nay have some built-in bies and sone sociologists have
wnrned sgninst the tendency of inclining towards an oversocialised
view of man137 that ignores his innovstive and unconventional
potential. Enaix has put forth the interesting observation that
a conception of human impotence is the paradoxcal by-produet of
advancing social knowledge ".138 The validit in the rationale of
these two set or sasumptions cannot be objevtively proved,and both
are articles of faith. They are not cistinguishable in terms of
complete truth or falschoood, and both may be uarnful in exxess.
cxhortntion that disregards analysis may be unchecked and costiy by
ignoring objective constraints, wheress annlysis that stifies
exhortation may tend townrd conservatism by overstressing the
importanoe of existing reality. I believe both spprouches hace to
be co-existent with an inevitadle tension beciol condition and various
relstive emphasis may vary in different socicl condition and various
social groups due to thir valae pregsrencss.
In addition to the valae Dotential tendency of self-valldation and
Seif-invaalidation any the calue deing plsced on social Rnowlroga
produced by analysis, there is skso an inherent skepticism in
137. wrong, Dennis. The versocialised Concoption of kan in
Modaern Sociogy. The American sooiokoicnl eview.
XXVI. pp.184-193. He ronted in oser osenocrg,
sociological Theiiry. Snd ed. New York; Macmillan co.
1964. Pp.112-121.
138. bendix, R. Social Science and the Image of Man in his
Embnttled Kesson. Hew Yorki xford University Press. 1970.
P.11.
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sociological inquiry. The norm of science is committed continual
progress in which all knowledge are regarded as provisional, to be
surpassed by future discovery and research. This attitude of scepticism
and psychological detachment will inevtably be carried over to some
extent in the general behaviour of the sociologists. This tendency
of calling into question what is normally taken for granted or accepted
as sacrosant is a potential threat to the legitimacy of certain social
institutions, such as the mono-party system regarded as central in
Chinese marxism. On this debunking aspect of sociology, Boulding has
said that
"One of the sources of legitimacy in any society is that
the legitimate is simply not called into question. The
moment an...legitimacy is called into question it is often
very deeply threatened...but this is illegitimate in social
science culture...There is not guarantee whatever, therefore,
that the pursuit of the subc ulture of the social sciences
will not result in some deep conflicts with the fundamental
values of other subcultures within the society."139
In China, this conflict became apparent between sociology and
political institution when some former sociologist proposed sociological
inquiry into areas such as the People's congress and the relation
berween party and non-party members. The position of sociology in
the conflict with other social institutions are often weakened due to
the ambiguous status of sociology as a science. The lack of consensus
on the scope and nature of the discipline and a shared paradigm within
sociology renders it vulnerable to the attack that it has ideological
and political pretensions. And its questionable claim to practical
139. Boulding, K. op, oit. P.97.
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utility as compared with the natural sciences also weakens its
position in negotiating for academic autonomy, and independence from
political interference.
But another part of the reason seems to lie in the type of
social orz,nization in which sociolorv finds itself.
Sociolo and the socialist form of social or anization
Hero we return to the observation of Bawnan mentioned earlier
that social. inforriation is not always welcome in a society. Similarly
intellectual autonomy of sociology is not always welcome. The
degree of their acceptance varies in diff exert types of institutional
settings.
Studies in complex organizations have already shorn that
organizations are composed, of hierarchies of bargaining positions
marked with tension and power often depends on areas of uncertainty
and instability. 140 The mastery of these areas may create spheres
of autonomy and bases of power. In an organization, two groups of
elites emerge as a consequence: the experts and the managers, the
former with power based on expertise, the latter with power based on
administrative authority. These two groups have diff ezent frames
of reference. The experts are normally cosmopolitans. sharing
values and orientation with their professional peers. The managers
and adinistrators are usually locals with allegiance Primaril
140. Crozier, M. The Vicious Circle of Bureaucracy' in The
Bureaucratic Pheno: xja, Review, 15. 1950. Pp. 342-351
Tavistock Publications. 1965. Pp. 183-154. Reprinted
in Burns, Tom (ed.) Tndustrial t art. Penguin. 1969.
Pp. 250-262. Also Nauman, Z ygmuit . 22-cit
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to the organization. This gives rise to the oft-noted phenomenon
of staff and line conflict in organixations.141 This conflict also
exists on the sociatal scale. One may surmise that it is one of
the salient area oftension in contemporary China as expressed with
the concept "red and expert".
This tension finds different expressions and management in
different principles of social organization. Bauman has classified
these principles into two broad approaches - centralized and decentralised.142
This seems to correspond to Apter's typology of political systems into
the mobilization and reconciliatory types.143 Within the centralized
approach, Raumao further distinguished two types - the command system
and the automatized system. By command system.he meant one in which
all decisions are taken solely by the highest executive organ of the
system. Automatized system refers to one in which the lower Links are
allowed to make decisions but there are hard rules on the kind of action
that can be taken, this has the advantage of avoiding massive
information channels and the blame of failure and faulty decision on
the highest executive organ which a command system entails. But
difficulties exist in translating multi-dimenisonal goals set for
the system into single- dimension indicators to guide nutomized
decision These problems of contralization are avoided in a
decentralized system by delegating responslbillties of decision away
141. Dalton, Melville. "Conflict Between Staff and Line Managerial
Officers". American Sociologycal Review 15.1950. Pp.342-351.
142. Bauman.op cit.
143. Apter,David.The Polities of Modernization. Chicago:
University of Chicago Press. 1965.
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from the centre . Activities are ordered by the centre only Indirectly
with broad directives.
These are only ideal types but they may be useful as an aid in
the understanding of concrete social phenomena. In terms of historical
expression, centralization of decision making is a dominant feature
of socialist societies. In the case of China, there are evidence to
suggest that it has first adopted the strategy of a command system,
and then shifted more towards an automatized system from 1957 onwards.144
such a system of centralization provides a less receptive milieu for
the emergence of a relatively. independent body specializin In
information gathering and sociological inquiry. There will be more
restraints on this type of activity due to the demand of centralization.
The situation is different in a decentralized system such as the
Western industrial societies where diversified pressure groups suoh
as the Western industrial sociation where divensifiod pressure groups
are, legitimized and the function of the centre or the government is
mainly to reconcile different interests, There is less resistance
and restraints on specialized sociological inquiry because of the
pluralistic nature of the organization pornitting a greater degree of
functional sutorony to subsystems within a society.
Sinification of Sociology
ooioloy first emerged in the out. is an intellectial produot
it 'bore the imprint of western social experience ar the tradition of
144.. Li, Choh-minge Stailstical Bystensin Communist China.
erkeley A Las Angeles: niversity of California Fress. 1962.
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western thought. These unique features would predictably come into
interaction with the indigenous oultural experience and philosophical
tradition when sooiology was introduced into China. The set of
problems created in the interaction may be referred to as the problems
of ainification （ 中 國 化 ） ,a special case of the more general
process of indigenisstion. These probloms of sinification constitute
some of the factors shaping the form and development of sociology in
the Chinese context.
One of the problems often raised is the doubt on the applicability
of the conceptual tools of sociology in the understanding of the Chinese
situation. sociological concapts are thought to be culture bound
and thus of limited value when applied to China. I think on the whole,
this is a pseudo-problem. Usually, it tends to confuse concaptual
framework with substantive theory. A substantive theory or hypothesis
such as the embourgeoiament of the proletariat may be specific to
certain social situations, but the conceptual building blocks of theory
such as the concept of class should have potential capacity of universal
application. Certain inadequacies and bias in the conceptual tools
do exist, but these are not inberent and should be corrected and
modified during the process of application. Thus it is not a priori
question of can or cannot. Moreover, this psoudo-problem assumes an
objectively existent reality out there calles Chinese reality to which
conceptual thought are to fit like the fitting of clothes to a body.
I think this is unsound since conceptual tool is also active in
organizing and transforming the so-called reality. Thus it is
not a question of can sociological concepts be applied, but a question
129
of to what consuc ence if they ar applied to China. The pseado-
problem appears to no to bo an expression of a partioular stance of
vrslue-judoment and an as rtion of the uniqueness of China not
untinged with some ethnocentrism. More signiPicarxt problems of
sinification seen to lie rather in the philosophical as mption which
form what Gouldner called the domain assumption of sociology145 which
are either absent or different in the Chinese tradition.
one of these assumptions concern the nature of Intellectual
activity. In the Chinese intellectual tradition, prime emphasis
was placed on normative , nowledge of prop-or behaviour. The position
of intellectuals were closely lipked to the political ardor, and
intellectual excellence was a key to social and political ascendancy.
As Lowe has observed.
"(tids) correlation of the refinement of thought with
the wielding of pomr tend to blunt titre contrast between
the ideal of authority and the practice of power. The
tension between thought and reality was at a minimnm
If in the est thought has ua Ally function as a
crittose of reality, in traditiona China it reinforced.
the status quo.That Regal erroneously claired as the
identity of the real and the rational In the is't was In
China appropxirated through the equivalence between the
real anal the reasonable.Trallaional China was centairly
no utopia. But Confucian thought was able to conceal
much of the tension of the society ani the Confucian
intelligentsia function as a preservative of that coherent
order,146
As a continuation of the 1rrteliect tai. tracatlon, sociology
shares the value of functionIn as a critique of roa1it in terms of
145. o.f. Goukdner,A The Coming Crisis of essern Sociology.
Loudon Xeinemann.1971.
146. Lowe, Donald M. The Function of China in Marx, Lenin and Mao.
Perkeley and Los Angeles: Univeraity of California Press.
1966. Pp. 83-84.
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rationality. The difference in the Chinese tradition makes for
some resistance in the acceptance of sociology. This does not
mean the total absence of a tradition of intellectual criticism in
China. Scholars in China could and did critioise social and
political reality in the capacity of interpreters of the tao （ 道 ）
and the Mandate of Heaven, the transcentental source of legitimacy.
But even in such fcapacity, criticism was suspect and scholars engaged
in such activities were usually regarded as factions, "tang" （ 黨 ）
with political pretension. Thus the basis of intellectual dissent
and autonomy had always been limited and precarious in China.
Continuation of this legacy could be detected in the Hundred Flowers
Movement" in 1957 when many of the former sociologists were accused
of being 'rightista" and forming political factions.
Another feature of the Chinese intellectual tradition is a
pragmatic and instrumental approach to knowledge. Knowledge should
be useful and serve immediate practical purposes. Because of this
approach, the utilitarian aspects of sociology was more readily adopted.
This may explain the more easy acceptance of the techniques of
sociogical inquiry and relative lack of theoretical sophistication and
innovation in sociology in China both before and after 1949.
But this may also be caused in part by payohological factors
of cultural identity and pride. The strategy of differentiating
essence, ti （ 體 ） and function, yung （ 用 ） of "Chinese study as the
essence, western study as the function" （ 中 學 為 體 ， 西 學 為 用 ）
was one of the paychological solutions in definging China's relation
161
to the wast. Cartainly this solution had declined and changed
since its first formulation but it has not completely vanished.
There seems to be echoes of this attitude in the instrumental approach
towards sociology, an approach that appesred to have a terdency of
rejecting and resisting the philosophical underpinnings of sociology.
But problems of signification are not only Droblems of philosophical
assumptions and intellectual legacy. There are other dimensions.
Fattern of socisl interaction is one of them. Sociology, besides
Its intellectual content, also involves a pattern of interaction and
Role behavlour. The research act itself, auchas questionnaire
interviews or participant observation, creates new role relations and
expectations such as that of interviewer and interviewee. These
noval role expectationsfrequently are incomqatible are aware of this
pattarn of sooial interation. Traq sociogists are aware of this
problem.147 In China, there is reason to suspect that field methods
of participoant observation and Mao’s mothod of "research and investigattion "
were used more frequentlyand fruitfully batcause it was less lmpersonal
and more compatilble with the local pattern of social behaviour.
Noe it is time to draw this study of sociology in contemporary
China to a close, and a few worde may be said bu way of conlusion.
147.Ayad al-azzaz. "sociology in anderdevoloped countrioe-A
case Study of Traq ". the soololrical Roviow,20(1) 1972.
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Sociology is a modern social phenocenon, and its existence and
development is shapad by other social forces in society. In its
turn sociology also creates impacts on other institutions in society.
therefore, sociology very often assumes particular forms and
expressions in different societies. In contemporaru China, it takes the
form of secondary interpretation of the social world in accordance
with the dominant ideology and Limited areas of empirical research.
It has also taken on an educational andehortative function in society.
This particular expression appesrs to be related to the problems of
developnent,of socialism, and of the sinification of foreign intellectual
activities in contemporary Chinese society. Though it is hazardous
to predict the furure, I would venture to speeulate, on the basis of
some tendencies that I can detect in the analysis of sociology in
China and some historical experience elsewhere, that empircal studies
of social reality will inerease in scope in the future as a result of
growing complexity and accelerated rate of social change brought about
by further industriulization in China. The theoretical perspective
guiding these studies will probably remain Merxist-teninist in the
foreseeable future. How far this course of development will be
realised is of course a matter of probability. Since history is not
fully determined. this projection may be no more than a pious hope,
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